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EDC are preparing for the future. For one, operations will be

The internet is everywhere, says Simon Prescott, the

moved to a new company building shortly, and apart from that,

CEO of adult store chain Nice n Naughty. But he

CEO Eric Idema has also hired Andre Visser, a veteran of the

warns the brick and mortar trade not to get drawn

adult industry who is going to support EDC’s expansion.

into a price war with the e-commerce segment.
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JOYDIVISION‘s Original Soft Tampons have been a top-seller

Ylva Franzén is a very busy woman, and most of what she does

for 18 years. Oliver Redschlag, head of JOYDIVISION

has to do with eroticism. She runs an adult store, works as a

international AG, invited EAN on a trip down memory lane to

sexologist, and is an author. And as if that weren’t enough, she

explore the origins and the history of this product.

and her husband also run the only love hotel in Scandinavia.

Maybe this is something that happens more often in the adult industry
than in other markets. When Alicia Sinclair first started working in the
industry, it was only supposed to be a temporary solution until she
had landed a “real” job. In this edition of Monthly Mayhem, she
tells us what has kept her in this business for more than 10 years.

Page 136
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The race for the US presidency already has its first winner:
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Page 130
Brazil is in the midst of a crisis, and right now, no one can tell
when things will look up again. To learn more about the
situation in the Brazilian market, EAN spoke with Paulo Arêdes,
who, in spite of the troubled situation, has not lost his optimism.
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letter
fro m t h e e di t o r

Dear Ladies and
Gentlemen
The relationship between brick-andmortar trade and e-commerce
retailers is often an uneasy one, and
at times it can be outright hostile. Of
course, there are those who say that
the two retail concepts appeal to
different consumer groups, meaning, one isn’t stealing customers
away from the other, but apart from
that, the fronts are hardened. One
group says that walk-in stores are an
outdated concept for which there is
no future, others maintains that the
shopping experience in a brickand-mortar store cannot be
replaced. As usual, the truth is
somewhere in between. Obviously,
the concept of walk-in stores is not
as obsolete as some claim, after all,
several of the biggest players in the
online business have themselves
opened brick-and-mortar stores or
are contemplating that option. At
the same time, it would be wrong to
use that as evidence that the survival
of the brick-and-mortar trade is ensured for decades to come. The
pressure on walk-in stores is brutal,
and they have to change and
modernize – not least of all because
of the competition from the online
world. Launching your own online
shop to add digital sales to your
walk-in customers; overhauling the
look of the store, making it feel timely
and inviting from the outside and on
the inside as well; introducing new
service features ... Modern, creative
concepts are a necessity in this fastmoving world where things are “in”
one day and “out” the next. So
maybe we can boil this whole
discussion of brick-and-mortar vs.
online down to a common
denominator: that the customer
wants service, no matter what he
buys or where he shops.
That's it for this month!
Matthias Poehl

There is no business
like SHOTS business!
S a le s W e e k & S ho t s Pa rt y
Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - “Tell the world what
you intend to do, but first show it”, as a quote from famous
author Napoleon Hill goes! In other words: deeds, and not
words, are what count the most for Shots at the 12th edition
of their Sales Week and famous Shots Par ty!

W

ith a theme "show business”,

and this year they are celebrating

the distinguished public will be

their 100th anniversary! The Shots

stunned with a new release of over

crew will be entertaining their guests

200 SKUs! This year the Sales Week

at the trusted location in the Sint

will be held from the 18th till the 21st

Anna Street. With a perfect view of

of July. Manufacturers, brand repre-

all the local festivities and a great

sentatives and retailers from all over

entertainment program it promises

the world will meet up in a relaxed

to be a Party of all Parties again this

atmosphere at the Shots Headquar-

year! Shots have arranged some

ters in Beneden-Leeuwen, The Net-

amazing live performers, a perfect

herlands. During the event Shots will

DJ and exquisite catering with unli-

introduce some new products from

mited food and drinks. The only thing

their existing brands, but that’s not

the guests have to do is show up, sit

all! They will also introduce a range

back or get up, dance and enjoy

of 3 complete new brands! Various

the show. Shots loves every aspect

other manufacturers attending the

of show business and likes to mix

Sales Week will also present their la-

business with pleasure for all their

test releases at the show, so this will

guests. To prevent disappointment

be a perfect opportunity for the

they urge the clients to get in con-

Shots clients to see it all! As in the

tact with their sales managers for

usual Shots tradition the Sales Week

the necessary reservations, be-

will end with the exhilarating Shots

cause it’s going to be extremely

Party on Friday the 22nd of July. This

busy this year and there are only a

is also the final day of the world fa-

limited number of hotel rooms avai-

mous 4 Day Marches in Nijmegen

lable!
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The LIVE SEXY line features
four unique INTRO Vibrators

Live Sexy Line of INTRO Vibrators from Jimmyjane
Back in stock & ready to ship
San Francisco, US A – Jimmyjane’s hottest new collection, LIVE SEXY INTRO Vibrators, is now
back in stock! Af ter Jimmyjane introduced LIVE SEXY at the ANME show in Januar y retailers
flocked to the new mid-tier line from the design-centric brand.

I

NTRO Vibrators quickly became one of the season’s

product category with MSRP’s ranging from $29-$59.

hottest products on the market and sold out twice in

The line is ideal for novice and experimental users alike.

the first half of the year. Now Jimmyjane is pleased to

Following a hugely successful launch at the ANME

announce that LIVE SEXY is back in stock and ready to

Show and an in-depth feature on The Verge, the

ship to retailers worldwide. The LIVE SEXY line of INTRO

enthusiasm for LIVE SEXY continues. Jimmyjane has

Vibrators invites consumers of all income and comfort

seen especially high interest in their unique slate blue

levels to discover the Jimmyjane brand by offering

color introduction, which deviates from the typical

more simplistic versions of Jimmyjane’s award-winning

color palettes seen in the industry. The LIVE SEXY line

FORM line. The products are made with phthalate-free,

features four unique INTRO Vibrators, which are

body safe silicone, waterproof, and have 3 speeds

available in three rich colors: Pink, Purple and Blue.

and 3 intensity levels. INTRO Vibrators are battery

When merchandised on the shelf the three colors

operated (batteries included) and target the mid-tier

exude a premium feel at an approachable price point.

EAN & eroFame at the
ETO Show in Birmingham

H

anover, Germany - Just like in the last

few years, the European trade

magazine EAN and the international
trade convention eroFame will share a
joint stand at the ETO Show that is going
to take place on June 12 and 13, 2016,
in the NEC Pavilion at the National Exhibition Centre in Birmingham, England. The exhibitors and visitors of the ETO
Show who come to stand D26 will not only get the latest
issue of EAN, they can also register as readers to get the
magazine free every month, and they will have the
opportunity to talk to the heads behind EAN about advertisement possibilities and editorial topics – or they can just
stop by and have a nice chat. The stand is also a chance
for interested trade and industry members to learn about
the positive development of eroFame. The eroFame
representatives will be more than happy to answer any
questions about stand reservations, stand layout,
sponsoring possibilities, and anything else to do with the
big erotic trade convention.
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Get involved with Evolved at
Scala Playhouse
Eve’s Spinner, Summer Lovin’ & The Thruster
Almere, The Netherlands - Evolved, the American pleasure product brand has a great
selection of adult novelties to thrill your consumers’ senses. W ith affordable designs that
boast high quality features and materials; the brand offers a luxurious experience at a
ver y competitive price point.

T

o introduce the retailers to this must-have brand,

vibrator up in 1 minute. The warmest point of 42 degrees

Scala have highlighted three products from its

Celsius is reached at 3 minutes and then remains

fantastic assortment that will certainly draw the attention

constant for a session of hot, sizzling intimate pleasure.

of the consumers: introducing Eve’s Spinner, Summer

The vibrator offers 8 powerful vibrating functions and is

Lovin’ and the Thruster. Eve’s Spinner is a truly unique

made of premium tufted silicone. It comes with an ABS

dual stimulation vibrator made of premium silicone. The

plastic cover that can also be used as a second sleeve

design features a spinning shaft with sensual ridges that

for even more versatile fun. The Thruster is a powerful,

rotates in either direction; which can also be controlled

beautifully sculpted vibrator with a teasing clit stimulator.

with a thrilling back and forth rotation setting. The clitoral

The design has a twin-motor for double the fun and a

stimulator will hit her most intimate hot spot with its

unique thrusting feature. The sensationally curved shaft

vibrating tip and offers 10 sensational vibration functions.

will thrill her senses, while the naughty bunny ears on the

Summer Lovin’ is a beautiful heated vibrator with a

clit stimulator add even more pleasurable sensations.

uniquely tufted silicone shaft. The design features a

The vibrator has 10 incredible settings and comes with

unique thermal regulation system, which heats the

an angled tip for maximum G-spot stimulation.

New at ORION Wholesale: Cobeco Pharma is extending
Designer sex toys from Laid the pheromones collection

B

erkel en Rodenrijs, The Nether-

lands - Smelling seductive on a date
can create an instant trigger of deLaid is now available from
ORION Wholesale

F

sire. The DAY &
NIGHT pheroFems and pheroMens by Cobeco Pharma

lensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale has expan-

“surround us with smells that leave our lovers with only

ded its assortment: selected designer sex toys by

one thought on their minds: wanting more of us

Laid are now available from the erotic specialist. Sex

regardless of where we are.” The DAY versions spread

toys from the Norwegian label Laid stand for pure,

nice light and fresh fragrances while the NIGHT versions

pleasurable enjoyment and physical wellbeing. They

on the other hand spread dark and mysterious

stand out from other toys because of their simple but

fragrances. All are created to always keep the wearer

effective design, and high-quality and sometimes

in the game and give them a chance everywhere

unusual materials like granite.

they go.
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Eropartner Distribution adds
Ray Silicone Stroker
Maia Toys
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Maia Toys has introduced Ray, the first stroker of its kind. Its
unique design makes it the first stroker that can be used by both men and women. Ray is
cer tain to deliver a pleasure unlike any other.

T

Er o par tn e r also car r ie s the o the r
pr o ducts f r o m the Maia Me n co lle ctio n

he waterproof stroker has 10 vibrating pulsations and

of your partner. “All Maia Men toys have been a

is made from medical grade silicone and PU coated

great addition to our offering and we ex-

ABS. It has a length of 16cm and works on 1 AAA battery.

pect favorable results with the Ray

Eropartner Distribution also carries the other products

Silicone Stroker as well. It is a very

from the Maia Men collection. The Maia Man collection

unique and interesting product

consists of Ethan, a remote control silicone vibrating

and there is nothing like that on

butt plug set, Logan a rechargeable vibrating ring with

the market. It is perfect for couples

a 1”diameter, and Liam, a rechargeable pleasure ring,

to enjoy together, but also for solo use

which has a taller area above its shaft with wavy ridges

by both him and her”, explains Elcke Wieffering,

to increase the contact between your body and that

Head of Purchasing at Eropartner.
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Inspire your consumers
affected by Vaginismus
S c a l a Pl a y h o u s e
Almere, The Netherlands -

S c a l a P l a y h o u s e i s m a k i n g Va g i n i s m u s a t a l k i n g p o i n t . T h e

intimate disorder that causes vaginal tightening, preventing penetrating, can affect ever y
woman; regardless of age and circumstances.
herefore it is time to get informed and take action; such

T

intercourse more comfortable and more enjoyable. It is

as stocking up on the new Inspire Dilator Kit by CalExotics,

important the Dilator Kit is not just a quick sale for you – the

a product that can help your consumers suffering from

retailer – but also comes with the relevant information for

Vaginismus take back control over their intimate pleasure.

your consumers’ to use it safely and pleasantly.”

To share a snippet from the article about Vaginismus from

The in-depth article shares further tips and tricks on what

the May edition of PLAY Magazine on how retailers should

specific information your consumers might benefit from

approach consumers with the disorder: “If you have female

and how to market the Dilator Kit from the new Inspire

consumers who might mention certain symptoms

collection by CalExotics. Another bonus of the Dilator

associated with Vaginismus, it gives you the opportunity to

Kit – besides combatting Vaginismus - is that a portion of

introduce them to some sexual aid that might improve

the proceeds from the Inspire range will go to the Living

their situation. An example is the new Inspire line by

Beyond Breast Cancer charity. Therefore by stocking up

CalExotics. This range of products is aimed specifically at

on the Inspire range you’re not just helping your consumers

women experiencing vaginal issues and who might benefit

improve their intimate strength and regain control

from intimate aid. The Dilator Kit from this series

over their sexual pleasure, you are also contributing to a

allows women to gradually stretch their vagina, making

worthwhile cause that deserves it.

Two new underwear
SVAKOM Keri now
collections by Male Power available at ST RUBBER
auppauge, USA - Male Power has

H

released two new collections for men.

Eclipse is a line of shorts that are half
revealing, made from smooth, nylon
spandex combined with specialty stretch
fabrics. Its cutout styling is complemented
by a plush, embossed, branded waistband.Cutting Edge
is a line of underwear, made from soft, modal blending

adgassen, Germany - The clitoral stimulator Keri by

fabric with contrasting trim and cutouts that show small

W

glimpses of skin. Three styles are available: The Mini-Short

Ergonomic and classy, it offers a wellness program of five

has two “V” cutouts on either side of the pouch, the Thong

intensities and five modes of vibration. Keri’s velvety

has one half moon cut-out atop the pouch and the Bikini

appearance is complemented by a powerful inner life:

has one cut-out on top of the pouch and another in the

a whisper-quiet motor that can be easily controlled with

back, just above the butt cheeks. All styles come in black

a single button. Keri is made of body-safe silicone,

with light blue trim. The Mini-Short and Bikini are available

waterproof, rechargeable and available in pink and

in S, M, L and XL, the Thong in S/M and L/X.

purple. Dimensions: 170 x 30 x 25 mm.

SVAKOM is now available from ST Rubber.
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b-Vibe offers retailers plenty
of versatility in merchandising

Screaming O introduces a C-ring
Upgrade with 100% Silicone SlingO
New c oc k r i ng f e a t u re s c o n t o u re d s lin g fo r ha n ds -fre e p e rin e um ma s s a ge
Los Angeles, US A - Screaming O has introduced a cock ring upgrade with the new SlingO,
a Tr ue Silicone cock ring with a contoured sling designed to press against the perineum
for hands-free massage.

I

ts unique design features a solid silicone ball at the sling’s

perineum, also known as the taint, is an often skipped-

tip to provide the perfect amount of pressure needed

over erogenous zone that isn’t always easy to reach during

help enhance and intensify his experience with orgasmic

most sexual positions, so we made the SlingO to help get

results. Made of body-safe silicone, the SlingO stretches

the job done!” Screaming O Account Executive Conde

just enough to fit most sizes while still able to provide firm,

Aumann said. “Screaming O is known for our cock ring

snug constriction for the wearer. With the sling positioned

variety and we wanted to make something that benefitted

against the perineum, the SlingO presses pleasantly against

the user in more ways than one – and without even

this important erogenous zone with ease – leaving both

needing a motor. The SlingO combines the erection

partners’ hands free to explore – for an especially enjoyable

enhancement of a cock ring with perineum massage for

sensation that many men don’t yet know they love! “The

an even more satisfying experience.”

N E W S

b-Vibe maximizes retailer potential with
powerful merchandising & marketing tools
Th e u lt i m a t e re s o u rc e f o r re t a ile rs
Los Angeles, US A - W ith an exceptional in-store and web merchandising guide, b-Vibe is
set to become the ultimate resource for retailers. The sex positive education-focused brand
cur rently offers a wide range of materials for creating a fun, sexy and approachable area
within the anal toys section of a store.
etail-savvy company director Alicia Sinclair brings her

R

Among b-Vibe’s merchandising tools are shelf talkers that

10 plus years of professional experience to b-Vibe’s

establishes branding within the section. The company also

marketing initiative with retail-friendly merchandising tools

offers a set of freestanding easel signs that explains the

and promotional material.“The goal is to create a warm

functions of the rimming plug and anal play, further building

and welcoming, sexy and cool ambiance to the anal

upon b-Vibe’s branding. Signs can be set on store shelves

section of a retail store,” Sinclair said. “By offering a premium

or merchandised easily throughout the store for profit-

product that’s fun and sexy, it normalizes its use and en-

boosting results“Our branding and marketing tools speak

courages shoppers to buy.” b-Vibe offers a retail-friendly

specifically to those interested or curious about anal play

in-store display that catches the eye with a subtle, cheeky

and pulls them into the category while making them feel

“bum” shape, and further excites customers with a tester

safe,” Sinclair said. “Many people don’t like to ask questions

that enables them to see first-hand how the one-of-a-kind

in adult stores, but with the proper marketing, you can

toy works. Seeing and touching a tester immediately exci-

spark productive conversations.” b-Vibe offers retailers

tes the shopper,” Sinclair said. “The tester allows the custo-

plenty of versatility in merchandising. Products can be dis-

mer to touch and feel the softness of the material and the

played among high-end, premium goods or can be used

strength of the motors before they buy it.” Designed with

to draw people to the anal toys section by displaying it

the retailer in mind, b-Vibe’s displays feature anti-theft com-

front and center. b-Vibe can be cross-merchandised with

ponents that keep the product and remote control safe.

videos within the anal genre, as well as lubricants, enemas

Sinclair encourages retailers to take advantage of the we-

and other consumable goods. b-Vibe’s high-end design

alth of marketing materials that b-Vibe offers, including

is combined with engaging branding and marketing,

planograms, signage, videos and product photos, to

which is focused on conveying sex education with a fun,

create a fresh and vibrant aesthetic to their anal section.

friendly approach.

Dona by JO at ScalaPlayhouse

A

lmere, The Netherlands - The Sassy collection from

Dona by JO assort-

Dona by JO is a choice for consumers who want

ment is produced

to pamper themselves with wellness products. The range

using high-end ma-

includes a wide variety of products such as a linen

terials and ingredients; and the aphrodisiacs and

spray, massage oils, bath salts and various luxurious gift

pheromones used in DONA by JO products are all 100%

sets. All the products from the Sassy collection have the

safe, containing no harmful chemicals, known allergens

‘Tropical Tease’ scent and are available at ScalaPlay-

or harsh irritants. Plus, all the DONA by JO kissable

house. Dona by JO – a brand extension of System JO

products, such as the Kissable Massage Oil, Massage

– also offers the Naughty and Flirty drugstore collections,

Candle, Body Paint and Body Topping are vegan and

which each have their own unique scent. The entire

gluten free.
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New models by The Rabbit Company
available at Eropartner Distribution
Come Hither, Lay-On Rabbit & The Pocket Rabbit
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropar tner Distribution announces that it has added three
new releases by The Rabbit Company: Come Hither, a G -spot vibrator, Lay- On Rabbit, a
massager designed for precise stimulation and The Pocket Rabbit. The Pocket Rabbit has
two strong independent motors, fits in any size travel bag and offers extreme cuteness all
wrapped into one power ful USB rechargeable package.

N

take

used on all erogenous zones. Contour, shape and

your pleasure with you

softness allows for hands-free play with a low vibration

ow,

you

can

Hither

handle for even more comfort. As easy as it is to use, it's

motion caresses and massa-

just as easy to clean and store away. Dual independent

ges the G-Spot with two

motors provide high powered and targeted stimulation

anywhere!

Come

for

that stays intense in all the right places, avoiding vibration

and

in the handle and keeping vibration where it counts. All

added pleasure. Seamless,

products by The Rabbit Company are made of high

body safe silicone material

quality body-safe seamless silicone material, and have

provides a soft to the

two powerful independent vibrating motors in the shaft

touch feel that sets it apart

and clit stimulating rabbit ears, and 6 massage patters

independent
more

motors

stimulation

from other toys. And the

in the head and shaft.

USB Rechargeable porta-

“We added The Rabbit Company to our portfolio of

ble cable makes buying

brands in November last year and sales have been

batteries a thing of the past!

incredible, says Elcke Wieffering, Head of Purchasing at

The Lay-On Rabbit is ergono-

Eropartner Distribution, “our retail partners appreciate

mically designed to satisfy with

the quality of the colorful products and the beautiful

precise stimulation that can be

packaging”.
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Lovehoney’s Desire Vibrator named world’s best sex toy
in prestigious Good Housekeeping magazine survey
Th e u lt i m a t i v e v i b ra t o r t e s t
London, England - Lovehoney has come top in Good Housekeeping magazine’s prestigious
sur vey to find the world’s best sex toy. The Desire Clitoral Vibrator was voted best out of 27
vibrators from various fir ms which were tried and tested by a panel of 270 women. It got
an overall score of 74/100 and was a hit with nine out of the ten women who tried it.

G

ood Housekeeping said: “It has a great

product, it really works. Their fantastic Tried and Tested

range of speeds and pulses and is surpri-

vibrator survey, now in its third year, sends out a great mes-

singly quiet for the intense sensations achieved.”

sage to society as a whole that sex toys are great way of

A Good Housekeeping survey found that 46%

achieving sexual happiness.” The Good Housekeeping fin-

of women were more likely to have an orgasm

dings were discussed on the ITV show This Morning with sex

with their vibrator, while 44% found it easier to

and relationship expert Tracey Cox, who has her own ran-

have an orgasm and 24% said they were

ges of products with Lovehoney. Cox revealed on This Mor-

more sexually satisfied after using a vibrator.

ning that the sex toy industry was worth $15 billion globally

Almost one in five (18%) had more sex than

and the huge success of Fifty Shades of Grey had made

before while using vibrators and 13% said their

experimenting with toys much more mainstream. She said:

use made them more confident in asking for

"You are considered odd if you don't have a vibrator these

what they want in bed.Just over half those surveyed

days." Good Housekeeping deputy editor Michelle Hather

(52%) owned a vibrator and the other half (48%) had con-

said: “Vibrators are less taboo and more accessible than

sidered it. Only 9% said vibrators were still a taboo subject

ever. The internet is definitely driving an increase in sex toy

- 81% were happy to openly talk about them with their

use as people are able to order everything from condoms

partner and friends. Good Housekeeping said: “There’s a

to vibrators from the privacy of their own homes.

revolution taking place in the bedroom. While sex toys

“There are many different options available to choose

used to be something to be whispered about, the majority

from which is why the Good Housekeeping Institute has

of women now use them openly.” Lovehoney co-owner

been testing them to find the best on the market so

Neal Slateford said: “It is amazing to come top of Good

women can make an informed choice.” Full findings

Housekeeping’s survey. No one tests products like Good

of the vibrator results are in the July issue of Good

Housekeeping women - you know if their readers like a

Housekeeping on sale on May 31.

Hydromax Xtreme X20 now at Scala Playhouse

A

lmere, The Nether-

its predecessors.The pump is designed for bodies

lands - The Hydro-

whose penis size is 3 to 5 inches when erect. The

max Xtreme X20 by

Hydromax Xtreme X20 package holds the Xtreme

Bathmate is a penile

X20 Hydropump including Carry Case, a measuring

pump that uses water

gauge, a cleaning sponge, a handball pump for

pressure to generate

extra control, a comfort insert pad and a hose

natural

attachment pump.

growth.

This

newest addition to the Bathmate assortment at

Scala Playhouse also offers other models by the

Scala Playhouse can lead to faster results than

brand.
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FUN FACTORY wins
Red Dot Award
Product Design 2016
Bremen,

Germany

-

The

Bremen-based

company has received the international
d e s i g n a w a r d “ Re d D o t A w a r d ” f o r i t s G 5 vibrator series.

O

nly freelance designers, design professors and
free journalists, selected according to strict rules,

were appointed to the jury. Participants from 57
nations submitted around 5,200 products and
innovations to the Red Dot Award: Product Design
2016 committee. Only products that clearly stand
out by their design, get the international Red Dot jury
awarded. The G5 series of FUN FACTORY is one of the
selected award winners.
The new generation (G5-series) of the rechargeable
vibrators by FUN FACTORY impresses with its newly
developed FlexiFUN Technology, which makes the
silicone body strong and flexible at the same time.
The quiet and low-frequency vibrations from the motor
put the entire silicone body in motion. The flexible
sheath allows different positions without lacking the
necessary pressure on erogenous zones like the
G-, P- or A-point.

Massage gel
“NURU” from EROS

F

lensburg, Germany - ORION Whole-

sale has expanded its assortment:

the massage gel “NURU” from EROS is
now available from the erotic specialist.
Now available
at ORION

Nuru is a special full body massage
technique from Japan where both bo-

dies, which are covered in a large amount of gel, rub
against each other. “NURU” from EROS is perfect for this
kind of slippery fun, thanks to its special consistency. It is
rich in minerals, silicone free, odourless, clear and dermatologically tested. It is applied to damp skin and
provides a long-lasting slippery feeling.
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Pipedream welcomes
Michael Siegel as Senior VP of Operations
M eg a - m a n u f a c t u re r a dds i n du s t ry ve t t o ro s t e r
Chatswor th, US A - Pipedream is pleased to announce that Michael Siegel has joined the
Dream Team as Senior VP of Operations. W ith 33 years in the adult manufacturing business,
Siegel worked his way up right out of college from project management to Vice President
in his previous endeavors. In his new role, Siegel will oversee the manufacturer’s customer
ser vice, manufacturing, maintenance, and shipping and receiving depar tments.
oining Pipedream is like coming home to me,” said

“J

has a proven track record for growth and expansion by in-

Siegel. “I’m very proud to join the world’s #1 adult

creasing previous employer’s annual revenue by 20X

manufacturer where I can make products in the USA and

through 1982-2008.Siegel also has the unique distinction

continue employing people in the San Fernando Valley.”

of being one of few adult industry players who's been able

An integral part in creating game-changing products and

to penetrate the mainstream market. “I feel like I was des-

materials for the industry, Siegel spearheaded develop-

tined to work with Nick and the Dream Team,” remarked

ment of several innovative formulas used in lubes as well

Siegel. “I’m very excited to use our combined decades of

material compounds for dildos and strokers. Siegel also

experience to forge the future of the pleasure products
industry.”“The Siegel has landed, baby!” said Pipedream
Chairman and CEO Nick Orlandino. “We are very excited
to welcome Michael to the Pipedream family. After knowing Mike for 30 years, it’s rewarding to finally get to work
with him. His valuable experience, industry knowledge and
relationships makes him an incredible asset to the team.
The future looks very bright.”

Kama Sutra's Aromatic
Massage Oil Collection

W

ijchen, The Netherlands -

Kama Sutra offers five diffe-

rent scents in their Aromatic Massage Oil collection. “Kama Sutra is
all about making love better, it’s
about pampering yourself and each other. A night with
Kama Sutra’s products makes every night a special night.
Kama Sutra’s Aromatic Massage Oil is made with essential
oils to promote deep relaxation. The rich, emollient formula
makes it a pleasure to give or receive a sensuous, fullbody massage. The product is not only very suitable for
massages, but is also a great bodycare product when it’s
poured into the bath or smooth onto the body as a daily
moisturizer,“ the company describes this collection.
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The Nice ‘n’ Naughty
Dirty Dozen
The Cancer Research's Pretty Muddy charity run
War rington, England - On Saturday 7th May
Cancer got to feel the full fur y of an ar my
of women sick of it. Women of all ages who
have lost loved ones, friends and family
flooded Victoria Park in War rington (England)
to take par t in Cancer Research’s Pretty
Muddy 5K obstacle course.

T h e c o m b i n e d t o t a l o f m o n e y w a s a w h o p p i n g £2 3 7 7

F

or those who don’t know Pretty Muddy isn’t a walk (or

run) in the park. It’s a muddy obstacle course that

woman of all ages and ability can traverse – and that’s
exactly what the Nice ‘n’ Naughty Dirty Dozen have done.
The 13 strong team, clad in pink Nice ‘n’ Naughty t-shirts
tramped through the mud, pulled themselves under nets
and laughed their way down a rather dirty slide to finish
things off. Luckily the weather was amazing on Saturday
but their main reason for smiling was the amazing support
they received from everyone who helped to sponsor them
– the combined total of money raised by The Nice ‘n’
Naughty Dirty Dozen was a whopping £2377.24 (roughly
3.000 EUR) . Trish Murray Operations Manager of Nice ‘n’
Naughty was elated as she not only finished the race,
overcame her fear of both water and mud, but managed
to get 346% over her expected target by raising £519.24
(roughly 660 EUR) herself! “It was a great day and fun was
had by all. I just want to thank everyone who took the time
to donate and wish me well.” She said covered in mud,
“I’m just ready to get a shower and a glass of wine!”
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GOOP features Jimmyjane & Diamond
Products in first Sex Issue
No t - S o- B a s i c Se x T o y s & N o t - S o -T o x ic S e x T o ys
S a n F r a n c i s c o , U S A – G o o p , t h e l i f e s t y l e s i t e f r o m G w y n e t h Pa l t r o w, m a d e w a v e s p u b l i shing their first-ever Sex Issue, which featured two products from Jimmyjane. The list of
“ N o t - S o - B a s i c S e x To y s ” i n c l u d e d J i m m y j a n e ’ s i c o n i c F O R M 2 V i b r a t o r a s w e l l a s t h e S E D U C E M E F e a t h e r T i c k l e r.

T

he highly curated list also featured two picks from

Jimmyjane’s sister brand, Pipedream Products, including

the Fetish Fantasy Gold Beginner’s Kit and the Fetish Fantasy
Glass Ben-Wa Balls. Goop, which began in 2008 as a
newsletter where Paltrow could share her lifestyle
recommendations, has become a unique voice in the
media world known for spotting early cultural trends, and

G o o p, the lif e sty le site f r o m G w y n e th P altr ow, fea t ur ed
tw o pr o ducts f r o m Jimmy j an e an d tw o f r o m P i p ed r ea m

featuring eccentric to excessive luxury items. With a focus

have long since graduated from the floppy rubber things

on healthy living, quality ingredients and luxury designs,

you hide in your bedside table, to beautiful works of

Goop is a fitting match for Jimmyjane. “It is great to see

interactive art.” The list prominently featured Jimmyjane’s

someone of Gwyneth’s status and notoriety embracing

FORM 2 Waterproof Rechargeable Vibrator. Launched in

sexual health and wellbeing,” stated Robert Rheaume,

2009 as part of a design-collaboration with Yves Behar,

President of Jimmyjane. “Pleasure products have the ability

the FORM 2 Vibrator has become an iconic product for

to enhance our sexual experiences and relationships, and

the brand. With two motors in the tip of each ear, it creates

seeing sites like Goop embrace this notion helps build

a unique sensation and surrounds a touch-point in

confidence and acceptance within the public. They

vibration. To this day, FORM 2 remains a top seller for

clearly did some research, especially in choosing our

Jimmyjane and many of Jimmyjane’s retail partners. The

FORM 2 which has always been a top seller in the industry,

list also included Jimmyjane’s Feather Tickler, part of the

and we were honored to be a part of this list.”

Seduce Me Line of luxury fetish accessories Jimmyjane

Goop’s list of “Not-So-Toxic Sex Toys” stated that “sex toys

released in 2015 to coincide with 50 Shades of Grey.

Visit Scala Playhouse at the ETO Show
lmere, The Netherlands - For Scala Playhouse the ETO

A

Besides the Get Real by TOY-

Show in Birmingham is always one of the highlights on

JOY range, Scala Playhouse

the calendar. The event gives them the opportunity to

is also bringing various new,

catch up with their UK-audience, plus international visitors,

must-have designs from ot-

and show off their latest products and exciting new additi-

her own brands such as TOYJOY Designer Edition and Ca-

ons to their assortment. This year will be no different, boasting

resse by TOYJOY. The fun doesn’t stop there, as Scala Play-

plenty of new releases to amaze the ETO crowd. One of

house’s valued external brands will also feature heavily in

the collections Scala is taking with is the new Get Real by

the gigantic ETO booth. Expect a very, very large booth

TOYJOY collection. Officially launched during the Extrava-

filled with amazing products with additional perks such as

ganza Scala Fair in March, this range of lifelike dildos has

delightful hospitality, entertainment and of course incredible

already proven to be a bit hit with retailers all across Europe.

deals and offers for Scala Playhouse customers.
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RealRock rises it’s level up to the Extreme
Shots
Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - Dildos as such have been playing an impor tant role
since the beginning of our industr y. They date back to the late 16th centur y, but the world’s
oldest known dildo is twenty centimeters long, made of siltstone and approximately 30.000
years old!

I

n those days it didn’t even remotely look like a penis or

any other body part but recent models are very difficult

to distinguish from the real thing! The RealRock brand has
a large range of realistic dildos which are designed to
look and feel just like the real deal. The new release is
mainly putting its focus on those who like it a little bit “rougher”. Even the tiniest dildo in this new line-up measures an
impressing 12 inch and they go up all the way to 15,5

The ne w Re alRo ck r e le ase is puttin g its f o cus
on those who like it a little bit more “rough”

inch! Not extreme enough? There are also the new Fist- or
Hand-shaped dildos featuring realistic fingers and knuckles

this way it makes the products highly visible in stores but

for ultimate pleasure.All these products are being created

still they will match with the other RealRock packaging gi-

out of high-quality rubber, which gives them a firm and

ving it a unified look. These huge dildos only come in a

realistic feel. As a signature feature for all RealRock products

non-vibrating version in the colors Skin and Black. RealRock

they all come with a rock solid suction cup at the bottom,

is also coming with an upgraded version of the first release,

which will stick to nearly any surface and allowing to turn

adding translucent versions of both the vibrating and non-

almost any spot into a RealRock fantasy word!

vibrating designs. These translucent designs come in the

The packaging of this line-up is slightly different than the

same packaging as the original Skin and Black versions

other RealRock products as they all come in clamshells. In

but with a different (grey) color.

ABS now stocking
Tenga Cool Egg

E-Stim Systems launches
Electro Egg

W

W

imbourne, England - The Tenga Cool Egg, a

masturbator that delivers an instant icy tempera-

atford, England E-Stim Systems Ltd

ture switch, is now available at ABS Holdings. This male

launched

masturbator features an eye-catching marine blue

addition to their range of Electrodes called Electro

design and is a special edition product for a limited

Egg. Available in three sizes these rounded and mirror

time only. The Wavy inner texture of the Tenga Cool Egg

polished bi-polar insertables are designed to create a

offers multiple layers of wavy ribs for texture and

“tingly sensation” deep inside the body. Each Electro

stimulation and comes with a sachet of cooling

Egg has its own distinctive coloured insulator, is easy

lubricant. The product is easy to use and the

to insert and comes with a reinforced ‘tail’ for easy

small size makes it suitable for portable

removal.They are suitable for both vaginal and

pleasure. This egg is made from stretchy

anal use, and are are covered by E-Stim Systems’

TPE and can stretch up to 12 inches in

Lifetime Guarantee. The product is made in their

length, which lets it fit most penis sizes

workshops in the UK and available for immediate

comfortably.

shipping worldwide.
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Eropartner Distribution now shipping
Clone-a-Willy Glow in the Dark
Never lose your lover in the dark again
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropar tner Distribution is now distributing the Clone-a-W illy
Glow in the Dark kit. W ith this kit you can now copy any penis to create an exact vibrating
and glowing silicone replica!

E

ach Clone-A-Willy kit comes with a 100%

national news outlets, blogs, television shows. “The Clone-

body-safe algae-based molding powder

a-Willy Kits are a must-have for every store. The addition

and a specially designed molding container

of the glowing silicone version offers a unique take on

that makes the process remarkably easy. The

the classic best-selling kits”, adds Mischa Heins, Account

kit also comes with state of the art 100% pla-

Manager at Eropartner Distribution. “The Glow in the Dark

tinum-cured silicone; a medically

Clone-A-Willy's quick-set molding process creates incre-

tested, body-safe material that is

dibly life-like detail, making this the most personalized

designed to catch even the tiniest

vibrating sex toy you will ever own. Each kit contains

of detail. Sold all over the world,

everything you need to create an exact glowing replica

Clone-A-Willy has been evaluated

of any penis. Never lose your lover in the dark again!”,

and praised by national and inter-

explains a company representative.

Lovers that want to try it
all, try Adam & Eve!

Fleshlight launches
Eva Lovia Lotus

A

S

cial kits by Adam & Eve that are per-

male masturbator sleeve now available. Lovia

fect for lovers who want to try it all.

has been around in the adult industry since

The boxes are filled with an amazing

2010 but she has gotten a lot more popular

lmere, The Netherlands– Scala

stocks an exciting range of spe-

evilla, Spain - Eva Lovia is officially the latest

Fleshlight Girl with her custom molded

collection of intimate products that

recently and because of starting girl/girl scenes and most

set the mood for an evening of intimate fun. Evolved’s ex-

recently in 2015 stepping into boy/girl scenes. Thanks to

tension Adam & Eve has all the right kits for all the right oc-

her kooky personality and her obvious sexual assets, Flesh-

casion. For example: the Ultimate Couples Collection Kit

light thought it was time to mold her own sex toys. She’s not

is the perfect purchase for lovers who are going on holiday

to be missed. Lovia was named Digital Playground Star

and want to take some excitement with them. The beautiful

following an “audition” with adult star judges Keiran Lee,

kit contains everything they need for a romantic getaway

Dani Daniels and Nikki Benz. The adult studio says it is thrilled

with a naughty twist. The Ultimate Couples Collection co-

about the subsequent cross-promotion with Fleshlight. She

mes in a sleek, elegant box and includes some lustful pink

is the latest addition to Fleshlight’s high-profile talent

toys such as a powerful vibrator, a thrilling butt plug, a tex-

collective, joining the likes of Tori Black, Lisa Ann and Alexis

tured penis sleeve and more. The Adam & Eve assortment

Texas. “Being a Fleshlight girl so early in my career is surreal,”

by Evolved at Scala is filled with exciting items like the Ulti-

Lovia said. “I’m on the same site as girls like Tera Patrick and

mate Couples Collection kit. Other must-have kits in the

Asa Akira; it’s incredible and such a powerful feeling to

range are the pretty purple-colored Complete Lovers Kit

know I'm one of the few girls that has had the honor of

and the thrilling Vibrating Penis Sleeve Kit.

getting my holes molded for the pleasure of my fans!”
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ABS HOLDINGS

ETO SHOW
D40
STAND

Your favourite brands, the best prices, award winning
customer service; all on one elegantly designed new stand
. . . reasons enough to visit?

12-13

JUNE

2016

NEC Pavilion
Birmingham, UK

MEET THE BRAND REPS :
Allure, Aneros, Bathmate, Body Wand, Doxy
Fleshlight, Jimmy Jane, Lelo, Perfect Fit
The Rabbit Company, System Jo, Tenga, We-Vibe

E x c l u s i v e S h o w O ff e r s & D i s c o u n t

www.absholdings.com
+44(0) 1202 868 511 | sales@absholdings.com | eusales@absholdings.com
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Get colorful and curvaceous with
Fantasy Lingerie at Scala Playhouse
'Curve'
Almere, The Netherlands - Fantasy Lingerie – one of Scala Playhouse’s newest lingerie
brands - offers a great collection of color ful, fashionable and figure-flattering designs
ranging from classic basics to more detailed, sexy design; it has a match with ever y style
preference and ever y womanly shape.

T

o cater to all sizes, the brand has created a special

attention of your plus-sized consumers, as it is truly a

‘Curve’ range for women who have a bit more to

one-of-a-kind collection that instantly draws the eye.

hold on to. Fantasy Lingerie states: “With cutting edge

One of the highlights from the sexy Curve collection is

pieces, Curve by Fantasy Lingerie’s baby dolls and che-

the beautiful Orchid Halter Neck Romper from the plus-

mises feature colorful lace material, underwire and mol-

sized Curve collection by Fantasy Lingerie. The elegant

ded cups to provide shaping and support while enhan-

halter tie chiffon romper has a ruffled deep-v neckline,

cing beautiful necklines”. Designed with the curvier

belted waist and snap crotch closure. The figure flatte-

women in mind, this collection flatters the silhouette

ring design will make her shine like a true curvaceous

while highlighting her best features. It will surely get the

nymph from a colorful Rubens painting.

Nomi Tang's Getaway Plus
now at Eropartner Distribution

Andre Visser joins
EDC Wholesale

Z

V

best-selling G-spot vibrator Getaway is now

Wholesale in Veendam on May 1st after

available at Eropartner Distribution. Especially

15 years working close together with

designed for G-spot stimulation, with innovative

Walter Kroes (Playhouse/ Scala/ Leg Avenue). His role as

I-Touch control and 5 different vibration modes,

International Sales Director of the new chapter of the EDC

waagdijk, The Netherlands - Getaway Plus,

the second generation of Nomi Tang’s

eendam, The Netherlands - Andre

Visser joined the team of EDC

Getaway Plus is the must-have of this season.

Group – EDC Wholesale – is to get the best out of every-

Getaway Plus is USB-rechargeable, made of medical

body, build a sales team for support and bring it to the

grade silicone and completely waterproof, so can be

next level. He will be working on solutions for online as well

used in the bathtub or under the shower. Nomi Tang’s

as offline operations in the areas shops, ecommerce,

newest addition comes with a brand new design and an

wholesale and distribution. Andre will also be responsible

upgraded I-touch control system. It has been designed

for all worldwide sales, new business development and

especially for G-spot stimulation and its ergonomic shape

exploring new opportunities. “With many years of experi-

fits perfect in every hand and the control pad is easy to

ence in the industry is EDC Wholesale a company to rely

use to vary between the five different vibration patterns

on. What began as a small enterprise in 2004 has grown

and intensities. Nomi Tang’s Sabrina Ding, explains: “We

to become an international manufacturer, wholesaler and

have listened to the feedback from our customers when

distributor today,” the International Sales Director describes

designing the Getaway Plus. The result is a modern design

his new employer. “As the manufacturer of the brands

and highly functional g-spot vibrator. We believe strongly

Easytoys, Easyplugs, Easymetal, Easyglide and distributor

that what Nomi Tang brings to customers is not just climax

for many global manufactures they became one of the

but a positive lifestyle.”

biggest one stop shops in the industry.”
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A sizzling summer with Mae B
For the 21st century woman
Almere, The Netherlands -

Indulge in some pleasurable summer loving with the elegant

Mae B collection. This range of sof t touch pleasure providers at Scala Playhouse knows
how to spoil a woman; whether she’s flying solo or on a naughty adventure with her par tner.

T

he stylish brand Mae B - a Scala Playhouse

presentation.

own-brand - is designed for the fashionable,

You can now

confident 21st century woman. The intimate toys by

make

Mae B are a perfect match with her taste in high-quality

Mae B pro-

luxury items. All Mae B products are made of silky smooth

ducts stand

materials such as premium silicone; giving her a

out

high-end experience. The divine products by Mae B,

more with the new modular POS display – exclusively

such as the pictured Stylish Soft Touch C-Ring, the

available at Scala Playhouse. This modular display allows

G-Spot Twin Vibrator and the Soft Touch Vibrating

you to display several, or all of the Mae B pleasure

Love Balls offer subtle to strong vibrations, pleasur-

providers, but can also be used to display multiple

able sensations and come in a beautiful, feminine

brands simultaneously; giving you the maximum in-store

packaging;

presentation options for a minimum effort.

perfect

for

eye-catching

in-store

your

even

Pipedream featured
in Neighbors 2

C

hatsworth, USA - After recent featu-

res on Billions, The Real Housewives

of Beverly Hills and productions by SuperDeluxe and VICE
Media, Pipedream continues their wave of mainstream
media penetration in the feature film Neighbors 2.The
sequel slated for release this May, follows the couple
played by Seth Rogen and Rose Byrne after a sorority
moves in next door, which is even more debaucherous
than the fraternity before it in the first Neighbors.
Pipedream's Real Feel No. 7 and Flesh Real Feel Deluxe
No. 11 are featured in a scene starring LL Cool J, as a
concerned dad who has to confront his daughter about
a sex toy discovery. The scene is used in the film's just
released trailer. “We are always excited to see such
incredible mainstream interest in Pipedream’s versatile
products,” said Pipedream Chairman and CEO Nick
Orlandino. “These appearances are good reminders for
Pipedream customers to always have plenty of our
products in stock—Pipedream brands are everywhere and
have tremendous mainstream appeal for consumers.”
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Screaming O introduces 100% silicone
‘Spork’ multipurpose pleasure tool
U n i qu e ‘ S wi s s A rm y ’ v i b ra t o r f ea t ure s 3 dis t in c t ma s s a ge e n ds & mult ip le us es
Los Angeles, US A - Screaming O is now shipping the Spork, a unique all-purpose pleasure
tool made to handle the kinds of car nal adventures that ordinar y sex toys simply can’t.
W ith multiple stimulation sur faces, 100% Tr ue Silicone™ constr uction, and an easy-to -use
waterproof design, the Spork gives users an almost unlimited series of sensations to enhance
solo and par tnered sex with ease.

The Spo r k is made o f 100% Tr ue Silico n e ,
w hich has be e n lab-te ste d f o r bo dy-saf e ty and q u a li t y

T

cool

three pleasure surfaces designed for distinctly different

many reasons –

feelings. The smooth spoon-like end massages sensitive

its shape alone

areas with a wide surface area perfect for cupping the

turns heads and

clitoris or cradling the testicles. The soft and flexible fork-like

starts conversa-

extension targets vibration on the nipples, clitoris, testicles

tions

or any erogenous zones that respond to direct simulation.

store floor, which

This extension also acts as a fun way to incorporate vibra-

is one of the

tion during intercourse: simply wear the Spork by positioning

reasons why retailers love it,” Screaming O Account Exe-

the penis between the fork-like ends at the base of the

cutive Conde Aumann said. “With a sea of traditional pro-

body, which allows the powerful vibrator to stimulate the

ducts on the wall, the Spork stands out and gives shoppers

user’s partner in all kinds of sexual positions.

something fresh and new to try, and we’ve included visual

Made of lab-tested body-safe True Silicone, the Spork is

icons on the back of each package to show consumers

durable, reusable and powered by Screaming O’s famous

each unique way to enjoy it. The Spork makes it fun and

Better Bullet, a mini vibe that buzzes with enough power to

easy for people to experiment and see how the Spork

satisfy even the most seasoned sex toy user. “The Spork is

can become their new favorite bedroom adventure tool!”

he Spork features an unconventional shape that houses

for

on

so

the

B Swish releases new Leg Avenue presents
line of rabbit vibrators new garterbelts

L

os Angeles, USA - B Swish‘s newest addition –

the Bwild Deluxe Bunny – offers the customer

a modern design, body-safe silicone construction

W

ijchen, The Netherlands - Leg Avenue recently

expanded its lingerie collection with new bodysto-

ckings, bra sets, teddies, and garterbelts. “These garterbelts

and rumbling vibrations at both the curved head and

are one of the highlights in Leg Avenue’s

ears. Intuitive controls with red backlight and convenient

latest collection,” the company announ-

AAA-battery operation add to the experience. The com-

ced. “Not only are they a good basic to

pany advertises the product as suited for solo stimulation

have, they’re also very sexy with the

as well as couple’s play. The Bwild Deluxe Bunny’s water-

wetlook and latex appearance.” There are

proof engineering is enhanced by its quiet and powerful

three new garterbelts in Leg Avenue

dual motors. The Bwild Deluxe Bunny has a MAP of $53.99

collection: a wetlook garterbelt with four

and as a member of B Swish’s Deluxe Line of personal

straps/ a matte latex look garterbelt with

massagers arrives in sleek packaging and is available in

six straps/ a garterbelt with a wide band

three colors (Raspberry, Jade and Blue Lagoon).

and hook-and-eye closures.
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Diamond Products welcomes
Kendra Langer to Jimmyjane
D r ea m Te a m e x p a nds a s i n du s t ry ve t is a p p o in t e d Digit a l S t ra t e gis t
Chatswor th, US A - Diamond Products, the global enterprise of best-selling brands including
Pipedream, Jimmyjane, and Sir Richard’s Condom Company, welcomes Kendra Langer to
the Jimmyjane team where she has been appointed the position of Digital Strategist.

“I

’m so thrilled to join the #1

vate label cosmetics, contract manufacturing, sales

brand in the world with the best

support, and e-commerce. In her new role with

team in the industry,” said Langer. “I

Jimmyjane, the industry vet will focus on maintaining

look

my

and strengthening the manufacturer’s e-commerce

knowledge to the table to advance

partnerships. “We’re very proud to welcome Kendra to

this already best-selling brand.”

the Jimmyjane team. Her knowledge and experience

Kendra comes to Jimmyjane with

makes her a valuable asset,” said Diamond Products

15 years of experience in the adult

VP of Marketing Patrick Lyons. “The sky’s the limit for

manufacturing business, where her wide range of re-

Diamond Products as we continue to grow and attract

sponsibilities have included product development, pri-

top industry talent like Kendra.”

forward

to

bringing

USB Vibrator “Passione”
from Close2you

F

lensburg, Germany - The new

USB

vibrator

“Passione”

from

Close2you in pink and purple is now
available from ORION Wholesale.
Its beads shape and new, even
smoother surface are the two main
reasons why “Passione” stands out from other sex toys.
Its two powerful motors with 7 vibration levels can
easily be controlled at the push of a button. It can be
recharged using the included USB cable. Like all
Close2you products it is delivered in high-quality,
redesigned packaging with various extras (a storage
bag, a USB cable and a flyer with the product
description in various languages). 'Noticeable Closeness'
is the motto of Close2you sex toys – for gentle and
targeted stimulation. These love toys are a harmonic
link between classic and modern: their caressing shapes
and reserved design adapt perfectly to the body, while
their functions and sophistication take their duet partner
on a passionate and musical journey of discovery.
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Perla Rosa
New natural libido booster for women
Mijas, Spain - Pe rla Rosa, a natural libido booster for women was launched at the Natural
& Organic Show, 17-18 April 2016, ExCel, London, by Global Products Europe Sl. The range
includes 60 Capsules bottles, and boxe s in 1’s, 4’s and 10’s, and is available in retail
since May 2016.

P

Perla Rosa is built on an all natural formula of herbs,
vitamins, and supplements known to be female aphrodisiacs

erla Rosa is a female libido enhancer that has been

requiring a libido

working wonders for women with different intensities

b o o s t e r ” . Pe r l a

of craving for sex. Also the herbal ingredients used in

Rosa built on an all

the pills are totally harmless and side effects free. “The

natural formula of

more a product or brand appeals to the customers

herbs,

senses, the more efficiently they will remember it” ex-

and supplements

plains Jane Dazzle, Creative Director. “Thanks to the pe-

known to be fe-

arlised effect, our new Perla Rosa stands out in a parti-

male

cularly visual way. The consumer holds the product,

acs. This oral capsule for women has been developed

moves the packaging - which is designed to appeal

over the last 14 months and in trials has been offering

to the female market – and their attention is drawn to

satisfactory results to women of all ages. The range in-

the effect. Thus, the packaging is selling itself, and then

cludes 60 Capsules bottles, and boxes in 1’s, 4’s , 10’s

the natural ingredients will give confidence to all women

and 20’s, and will be available in retail from May 2016.

Velv’Or’s JNaja gets
four additional sizes

CalExotics introduces new
line with classic vibrators

A

vitamins,

aphrodisi-

msterdam, The Netherlands - After

offering their JNaja only in 45, 50

and 55 mm versions for a couple of
years Velv’Or recently added 35, 40,
47,5 and 52,5 mm to the size range of
their JNaja. Beside the addition of sizes,
Velv’Or also replaced their logo from the inside of the

O

ntario, USA - CalExotics‘ new collection, Hard Vibes,

consist of their most popular classic vibrators bro-

perineum massaging point to the outside giving the

ken down into four categories with a streamlined look.

wearer a smoother experience while wearing the ring.

Four, all-new products were also added to round out

The ring is available in the standard colors Black, Red

the collection. Hard Vibes offers four categories to ease

and White as well as many more, ranging from Blue to

in merchandising, selling and shopping: Mini vibes, Slim-

Yellow. The JNaja is a rigid ergonomically designed

line, Power+, and Signature. Susan Colvin, Founder and

cockring and aims to give the wearer a different expe-

CEO of CalExotics, says, “With our expanded branding

rience while wearing compared to standard rings or

efforts we felt it was time to update some of our classic

tongue cockrings. “The ergonomic design makes we-

products, and the first step was with the Hard Vibes col-

aring the JNaja way more comfortable; many of the

lection. You will see more of this from CalExotics as we

current EnRinged Gentlemen wear it 24/7 and own mul-

continue to move forward.” The company states, that

tiple sizes and colors,” the company’s founder Jelle

Hard

Platenga said.

merchandised together.
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Intimate Organics becomes Intimate Earth
E r op a r t ne r c a rri e s t h e c o m pl e t e lin e o f In t ima t e Ea rt h
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Intimate Organics has changed its name to Intimate Ear th
and has launched new packaging. The new name and look reflect the company’s passion
a n d d e d i c a t i o n f o r c r e a t i n g p r o d u c t s m a d e w i t h u n i q u e c o m b i n a t i o n s o f h e a l t h y,
body-safe ingredients from the ear th.

T

he labels are a series of different and beautiful artwork

elegant line ranges from a healthier

that represents the natural elements of the earth and

selection of sexual enhancement gels and

the bottles have transitioned to apothecary amber

sprays to water-based glides. Each product

which elevates the brand even more.

is formulated for specific intimate uses: Their

“There is so much beauty in the world, the design of our

decadent flavored glides are aspartame-

new packaging was inspired by all of the elements we

free and have a sensual warming effect

see in nature; water, wood, metal, plants and earth. We

and the therapeutic massage oils have the

wanted our new look to embrace what we are most

highest quality ingredients and captivating

passionate about. Our entire collection of Arousal

scents. Eropartner carries the complete line

Serums, Signature Glides, Massage Oils, Toy Cleaners

of Intimate Earth products and will gradually

and Oral Pleasure Glides have been designed to help

introduce the new packaged products,

people fall in love and stay in love, naturally”, explains

starting with the “Green Tea Toycleaner”,

Rebecca Powley, creator of the original Intimate

“Relax Massage Oil Lemongrass& Coconut”

Organics brand. Since 2008, the company has led with

and “Honey & Almond Aromatherapy

innovative collections of award-winning products. Their

Massage Oil”.

Swan featured on
BBC Website

ABS Holdings

T

oronto, Canada – In a recently publis-

W

imbourne, England - ABS is the

exclusive UK distributor for The Rabbit

hed article on the BBC website titled

Company and the new range has been

“Designers Shape Sex Toys of the Future”,

so popular that all the stock sold out within

the Swan Trumpeter was a main focus as

2 days! The Rabbit Company range inclu-

a product representing this way of thin-

des a selection of very unique vibrators -

king. The mini-documentary follows Dr.

from The Come Hither Rabbit that moves

Judith Glover, a course coordinator of the Industrial De-

with a back and forth rocking motion to

sign Program at the RMIT Design Hub in Melbourne, Aust-

The G-spot Rabbit, a toy that’s designed especially for

ralia. Dr. Glover is a distinguished professor who holds a

internal stimulation. All toys by The Rabbit Company are

PhD in Sex Toy Design and has created a program for

made from non-porous materials that are hypoallergenic.

RMIT Industrial Design students called the Future Sex Stu-

They’re FDA approved and have incredible velvety finishes.

dio. Throughout the video, Dr. Glover goes on to speak

Each toy has 2 motors that promise amazing power as

about the past and ever-evolving view of how sex toys

well as independent shaft and clitoral vibration. The USB

are being marketed a certain way. She believes that

rechargeable batteries promise play of up to 8 hours.

since the adult industry has taken on the production of

“Due to demand, we’re replenishing The Rabbit Range

these products, they largely have a taboo because

stocks so be sure to pick up your favourite unique rabbit

they represent genitalia.

vibe at ABS,” Senior Sales Executive Glenn Wilde says.
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Rocks-Off takes the most places in Good
Housekeeping Magazine’s Vibrator Review
Th e u lt i m a t i v e v i b ra t o r t e s t
Kettering, England - Rocks- Off products have taken 3 out of 6 places in Good Housekeeping
Magazine’s latest vibrator review. Their scores placed them 2nd, 3rd and joint 4th out of 6
p r o d u c t s . T h e Ru b y G l o w s c o r e d 7 1 / 1 0 0 a n d w a s c o m p l i m e n t e d o n i t s ‘ g r e a t r a n g e o f
speeds’.

T

he RO-Duet remote-control

RO-Duet for ‘Best New Couples Product’, and Ruby Glow

vibrating love egg was hailed

for ‘Most Innovative New Product’.

as ‘Best for Couples’ and scored

Andrea Duffy, International Sales Manager at Rocks-Off

69/100. The Luv intimate massa-

said: “We were delighted when the Colour Me Orgasmic

ger was praised for its ‘intense’ set-

RO-80mm bullet vibrator was featured in Good

tings and ‘easy to operate’ shape,

Housekeeping in 2014, but this is a terrific honour. The

scoring 67/100.

exposure is another example of changing social

Good Housekeeping recruited a

attitudes towards vibrators and adult pleasure products.”

panel of 270 women, age 31 to

Tabitha Rayne, inventor of the Ruby Glow, said: “It's

76 to trial 27 vibrators. Each tester trialled one vibrator

amazing to think that this time two years ago, the Ruby

and at the end of the test completed a detailed

Glow was just a lump of clay and plaster in my writing

questionnaire about their experience. Two of Rocks-Off’s

shed. It just shows how one idea can blossom with the

featured products are nominated for ETO Awards:

encouragement and support of the right people.”

Global Products Europe has appointed
Lee Croney as Wholesale Customer Advisor
personal development world, he worked closely with the
famous entrepreneur Jim Rohn, from there Lee was lucky
enough to also represent Brian Tracy, Zig Ziglar, and then
Mark Victor Hansen. The skills Lee has developed in personal
development training and sales skills will prove valuable in
his role with Global Products. He commented, “I am
delighted to be joining Global Products Europe. The
company is a leading producer of innovative solutions for
N e w a t Gl ob a l Produc t s Europe: Le e Cr o n e y

sexual wellness throughout Europe and produces an

ijas, Spain - Lee is based at the company’s Spanish

M

exceptional range of high end sex-care materials. I am

office in Mijas and he will be responsible for sales

passionate about developing relationships with both

and customer support for the organisation’s extensive

existing and new customers. I understand that many

intimate cosmetic and sexual wellness brands. Lee recently

challenges face manufacturers and safety is paramount

relocated to Southern Spain from the United States where

and there are many regulations that must be adhered to.

he spent 16 years as a Regional Sales Manager for a

I am looking forward to applying my previous skills and

large multinational company in the Healthcare Industry.

experiences in this exciting new arena, I just hope I can

For over 3 years Lee was part of the motivational and

get to meet many of you at the upcoming ETO show”.
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UNLEASH YOUR INNER FETISH DESIRES

Serious anal players, we have just the thing you
need for exceptional experience! The new Super
Big End anal plug from Doc Johnson is luxuriously
smooth, made of the best material and designed to
give fullness, pleasure and total ease of use. It is
classically tapered and features a flared base for
safe use. When you have a serious fetish for anal
play, the Super Big End anal plug is the way to go.

WWW.SCALAPLAYHOUSE.COM
WWW.SCALAPLA
APLA
AYHOUSE.COM
Y
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Fetish brands Behind Barz and
Sheets of San Francisco have teamed up
Offering the ultimate solution in bondage beds
Stourpor t- On-Sever n, England - Building on their reputation for exquisite hand craf ted metalwork established by their wide range of innovative chastity gear, Behind Bar z have launched a new range of handcraf ted bondage beds, fully customiseable to suit a wide range
of taste and style.
vailable in both Double and King Size, these

A

partnering with the team at Sheets of San Francisco, Behind

beds feature slide and hide sides to offer

Barz are able to offer their bespoke beds complete with

elegance and total discretion for the discerning

top quality fluidproof bedding, to protect the mattress

Kinkster. They are ideal in any environment from

from whatever is thrown at it. Resistant to a wide range of

a master bedroom to a fabulously equipped

fluids including lubes, massage oils etc, these sheets have

dungeon. Using only the finest quality materials,

a great skin feel and are fantastic for a wide range of

Behind Barz offer a unique bespoke design

scenes and even for wax play, being highly resistant to

service and can custom make your item to suit

wax, which simply peels off when cool. Best of all when

a wide variety of requirements. Attachment points for

you have finished having fun, simply bundle up the sheets

suspension and restraint play are optional and can be

and throw them in the wash on a normal cycle. A quick

located anywhere you choose and the beds can be

tumble dry and they are ready to go again.

finished in any colour you wish. Excellence, superior design

For more information please email info@behindbarz.co.uk

and client delight are key to the quality of these beds. By

or check out their website at www.behindbarz.co.uk

Selected ABIERTA FINA lingerie is now
available up to size XL

F

lensburg, Germany -

comfortable feeling. The stunning luxury lingerie, which

Selected lingerie from

has been made with a lot of attention to detail,

the exclusive lingerie label

provides the perfect opportunity for women, who like

ABIERTA FINA by Cottelli

to show off their bodies in a sexy and stylish way, to

Collection is now available

experiment

up to size XL as a response

favourite pieces flatter any lady, whatever her size,

to popular customer de-

because the high-class label ABIERTA FINA has the

mand. The lingerie ABIERTA

perfect mix of sex appeal and femininity and is

FINA by Cottelli Collection,

therefore

which

provocative sensuality without limits – now also

stands

out

from

with

perfect

their

for

gorgeous

stylish

assets.

seduction

These

and

other types of underwear

available up to size XL.

because of its revealing

It isn’t just important for the lingerie ABIERTA FINA by

designs, is designed exclu-

Cottelli Collection to be of the highest quality – the

sively at ORION´s head-

same also goes for the elaborate packaging, in which

quarters. The chosen, high-

the lingerie is beautifully packaged. The packaging

quality fabric combines

therefore has an additional decorative sleeve that is

extravagance

made out of firm cardboard.

with

a

ABIERTA FINA has the perfect mix of sex appeal
and femininity – now also available up to size XL
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The naked truth
A re a du l t b 2 c s h o ws o ut da t e d?

There are events in ever y industr y where the latest products
and innovations are presented to the public with great
f a n f a r e – b e i t T V s a t C E S , c a r s a t t h e G e n e v a m o t o r s h o w,
or the latest video games at E3. The masses shuffle through
the aisles and stand in line to take a look at the new
p r o d u c t s b e f o r e t h e y h i t t h e m a r k e t . H o w e v e r, i f y o u l o o k a t
t h e b 2 c e v e n t s i n t h e a d u l t i n d u s t r y, y o u w i l l f i n d t h a t n o n e
of those shows have managed to mobilise big consumer
c r o w d s l a t e l y.

Matthias Poehl, editor in chief

maybe win over new consumer groups. Some say

exclusive

that most of the visitors at these shows are already

Pro

dyed-in-the-wool fans and aficionados, but that

Let’s get this out of the way first: I don’t have much

argument only really applies to shows that cater to a

enthusiasm for b2c adult shows, no matter which

male audience and put the emphasis on live shows

concept they pursue. I don’t have the fondest

with lots of bare skin. However, this group is not the

memories of these events or my time there. However,

key audience of the adult industry anymore, as

you don’t have to be a fan of b2c shows to see that

everybody will confirm. Now, if a b2c show managed

they serve a purpose in our industry. There can be no

to get the attention of the modern clientele, you’d

doubt that many people are interested in the world

probably see lots of new customers among the

of erotica, and of course, the companies in our

visitors. Therefore, it all comes down to how you

industry need ways to target their potential audience.

present such a show.

Seems simple enough, but there is a problem: There

It is obvious that adult shows for consumers are

is only a very limited number of channels to directly

not as relevant as they once were because the

approach the consumers. For various reasons that

consumers have access to other, easier sources of

we all know, there aren’t a ton of opportunities for

information than they had 20 years ago – not to

establishing contact. While everybody is talking about

mention access to new formats of 'erotic enter -

how the adult market is getting closer and closer to

tainment'. But I wonder, is that development really

the mainstream, we mustn’t forget that there are still

the sole reason why long-standing and once

quite a few restrictions when it comes to advertising,

well-established shows have shrunken in size or have

promotions, publicity work, etc. We can’t bombard

disappeared altogether? Or could it be that certain

the consumers with adult products the way other

topics and attractions can’t draw big crowds from

industries are bombarding them with consumer

the woodwork anymore? Is the format of b2c shows

goods. Therefore, adult b2c shows represent one of

outdated in the eyes of the modern consumer, or is it

the few tools in the industry’s arsenal that actually

just the concept most of them stick to? The truth is

allow it to present adult products directly to the

probably somewhere in between, and as we all know,

masses. At these shows, we can leave our niche and

exceptions prove the rule.
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So, if you have trade shows that are

have probably become less incli-

centred around such products and

ned to visit a b2c show throughout

developments, why not have some

the past few years. There may be

of them be accessible to the

more acceptance for, and interest

public? There are no reasons not to

in adult products, but if you are only

do it. The only problem is, if you look

interested in the products, there are

at the event programme of b2c

better ways to stay informed than

shows in the adult industry right now,

going to events where the focus is

you will find that they are mostly

on rather explicit entertainment.

about porn and explicit live shows.

What’s more: Producers that have

While in the real world, couples’

gone to great lengths to create a

products and women-friendly stores

modern brand image and appeal

Contra

are dominating the industry, these

to women and couples may think

Our industry is changing, and has

events seem to somehow be stuck

twice before presenting their pro-

been doing so for quite some time.

in the past. Sure, consumer shows

ducts in such an environment. So

Sex shops have become erotic

of that type draw a certain

that’s another downside. Which is a

boutique, instead of flesh-coloured

audience,

probably

shame, because trade and industry

hard plastic vibrators, the consumers

always will. But the way things

are clearly interested in such events.

prefer designer objects, and porno-

seem right now, they are on the

Trade shows allow for direct and per-

graphy is confined to the side lines

way to becoming niche events

sonal contact with the customers;

in many a store. I don’t think any of

themselves.

you present your new products, get

these developments are bad, on the

Another problem is that nowadays,

feedback, and at the same time,

contrary. They are at the same time

consumers are used to getting in-

it’s a big get-together of people who

fuelled by, and fuelling changes in

formation and buying products in a

share the same interests. In the field

society. Vibrators, dildos, etc. have

different way. You don’t have to go

of b2b shows, the organisers have

been freed from the dark corners of

to a b2c show to learn about new

long since adapted to the reality of

society as a result of this develop-

products. So, unless they are going

the market. Now we’ll have to wait

ment, and step by step, they are tur-

to these events for the pornography

and see if and when that transition

ning into perfectly “normal” products.

and the strip shows, consumers

takes place in the b2c area.

Randolph Heil, editor

and
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Visse r an d I de ma in f r o n t o f
the n e w co mpany buildi n g

EDC continues on
trajectory of growth and expansion
N e w l o g i s t i c s c e n t re t o o p e n s ho rt ly/ A n dre Vis s e r jo in s t he t e a m
As Eric Idema, the founder and CEO of EDC, tells us, sometimes he has to pinch himself to
make sure he isn’t just dreaming. But the success of his company is quite real. Ever since it
was star ted twelve years ago, EDC has been growing and expanding, and to make sure the
company continues on that trajector y, Eric and his team will move to a new logistics centre.
And the team itself – which cur rently consists of 50 employees – will also grow to realise
the company’s ambitious plans. The first new name to join the EDC roster is Andre Visser.
The wholesale and distribution exper t, who has 15 years of experience in the adult industr y
under his belt, star ted working for EDC on May 1.
ex c l us ive

T

he future home of EDC is an 8,000 square metre

always because of space. Every few years, the team

complex. Logistics will be handled from here soon,

need a bigger building because the previous one got

and it will also accommodate the sales, marketing, IT,

too small, or because EDC wanted to lay the foundati-

graphics, controlling, and administration departments.

ons for future growth. Fortunately for Eric Idema and his

The reason for EDC to move onto new premises is the

employees, they have always found what they were

same as it was the last time, and the time before. In all,

looking for in the company’s hometown of Veendam in

this is the fourth time the company relocates, and it’s

the Netherlands, also this time. And if everything goes
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Seve r al de par tme nts hav e
a l ready se t up sho p in the n e w buildin g

according to plan, the new logistics
centre on Phoenixweg will open at
the end of June. Parts of the building
are still being worked on, but a few
departments have already set up
shop in the new EDC centre. “We
have designed our new building
ourselves, based on our own requirements,” Eric explains. This means,
that, of course, there will also be a
big showroom with 750 square me-

Th e o f f ice s in the n e w buildin g w e r e de sign e d digitally
before work on the building began

tres where visitors will be able to get
an overview of the company’s pro-

lesaling.” EDC has its own online

cludes all the big and popular

duct range – once it’s finished.

shops, and their services and assort-

brands. A big step for Idema and

As we talk about the past twelve ye-

ment have kind of made them a

his team: At eroFame 2015, they

ars and the success of his company,

one-stop-shop for the e-commerce

presented their first private brand,

Eric Idema explains that EDC had

segment. From market-ready web

'Easytoys' that was met with great in-

focused on the internet as its prime

shop solutions to dropshipping to af-

terest due to its diversity, quality, and

distribution platform from the very

filiate business to packaging and

pricing. “Our goal is to grow – that

beginning. “Considering what kinds

shipping to handling orders and

goes for our private brand Easytoys,

of volumes are moved online no-

payment – EDC offers everything

and it also goes for our third party

wadays, that knowledge comes in

online retailers may need, and they

business. We want to be one of the

quite handy today,” the founder and

offer it to all their customers who are

biggest one-stop shops in this indus-

CEO of EDC says. “In this field, you

active on the web. But that’s not all

try,” Idema emphasises. To achieve

need to be very flexible, and in spite

they bring to the table. Being a who-

such an ambitious goal, you need

of the size of EDC, we’ve always

lesaler and distributor of adult pro-

the right people, of course. That’s

maintained that flexibility – in every-

ducts, their product range has

also why Eric hired Andre Visser as

thing we do, also outside of e-com-

grown and changed over the

the company’s International Sales

merce, i.e. in distribution and who-

course of the years, and today, it in-

Director. Visser has been working in
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Inside the warehouse
and logistics area

this industry for a long time. To be precise, he has
15 years of experience in distribution, and renowned companies such as Playhouse, Scala,
and Leg Avenue Europe have already benefited
from his talents. “During that time, I worked closely
with Walter Kroes, and I’d like to seize this opportunity
to thank him,” Andre says. “But now, I am ready for a
new challenge.” His excitement about the upcoming
challenges is palpable as he goes on to tell us that he
has already known Idema for ten years. “We’ve always
stayed in touch, after all, he was a customer of mine all
those years. This way, I also saw first-hand how EDC kept
growing and growing,” he continues. “I guess you could
say that Eric has done everything right. He’s always bet on
the right horse.” The right horse, being the internet, of course.
“I am happy that I can use my experience in service of a
modern and dynamic company such as EDC, and I am very
optimistic about the future!” Visser is now in charge of international sales, but in addition to that, his responsibilities also
include new business development. And on top of that, he
will work to find solutions for the brick and mortar trade, the
e-commerce segment, the wholesale and the distribution
business.
Eric and Andre’s goal is to start a new chapter in the history
M ak i n g s u r e E D C ke e p s growing : Andre V is s er
(In t ern a t i o n a l S a l e s D i r ec t or) a nd Eric Idema (fou nd er & CEO)

of EDC, positioning the company as a wholesaler and distributor that can provide everything the trade could possibly
want. “The time is right. As we all know, the market is
changing, and changes bring opportunities,” the company’s CEO explains. “Business models change and gaps
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This is wha t t he CEO’s o f f ice
will look like once it’s finished

The n e w buildin g w ill o f f e r
8000 sq uar e me te r s o f w o r king space

open up. Gaps we want to fill.” EDC certainly knows

Idema and the team want to position EDC as a one-

how to respond to changes and new trends - that’s

stop shop where the trade members can get anything

something the company has proven time and again

they need to satisfy their customers’ wishes. And what

throughout its history. Adaptability is a prerequisite for

about the company’s own brand, Easytoys? Idema

success in the fast-paced e-commerce world. “We

tells us that there is still a lot of potential waiting to be

are ready for this. We have many young, creative

tapped. “The brand has been welcomed with open

people on our team who know their way around mo-

arms, we’ve been able to quickly establish it in the

dern platforms, off the traditional paths of distribution,”

market, and the sales figures are more than satisfying.

Andre says when asked about the upcoming chal-

We will continue to add new products to the brand.

lenges facing the company and the adult market in

There is still a lot of room for growth, a lot of potential

general. And of course, EDC can also rely on a wide

we want to harness.” As you can see, there are quite

product range that covers all the big brands in the

a few tasks and challenges to keep the EDC team

adult industry. “One thing I’ve learned is that you have

busy, but the company is on the right track, and there

to offer all the current products and brands to do jus-

is little doubt that they will continue on their trajectory

tice to the customers. Cherry picking won’t cut it,“ Vis-

of growth.

ser explains. “That’s one of the challenges we are

“Our motto is 'Pleasing people all over the world', and

going to face.” As has already been mentioned,

we want to live up to it even better!.”
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Which ingredient does what?
J o j o b a , g i nk go , me n t ho l & Co .

pjur has been in business for over 20 years. Its core competence lies indisputably in the
manufacture of high-quality personal lubricants, which are par tially enriched with
extraordinar y ingredients. This makes the products exciting and appealing to the
consumers, but what kind of effects do the jojoba, ginkgo, menthol, paprika, and ginger
within the products really have?
ex c l u s ive

S

oft skin: Jojoba oil has a number of positive effects on the human skin.

These include increased suppleness and protection, better elasticity, and smoother skin surface.
pjur group has made good use
of the soothing and nurturing
qualities

of

jojoba

oil

by

enriching products such as the pjur
med SOFT glide, the anal lubricant pjur Back Door
Relaxing Anal glide, and pjur analyse me! relaxing
anal glide with it. Thanks to jojoba oil, these siliconebased personal lubricants have an extraordinarily
long-lasting lubricating effect and help make the skin

REPAIR glide. It helps to provide the skin with sufficient

feel nice and smooth.

moisture during anal intercourse or in cases of vaginal

Improved circulation: Ginkgo, ginseng, ginger, and

dryness, for which pjur med REPAIR glide was

paprika are ingredients that are known to promote

developed. Hyaluron gives these water-based

circulation. These ingredients are also frequently used

personal lubricants remarkable lubricating properties.

in conventional cosmetics to create a stimulating

A special kick: In 2013, pjur group brought two

effect. They appear in a variety of pjur products, such

particularly intriguing personal lubricants to the

as in pjur myglide, pjur superhero, pjur His & Hers as

market: pjur Cool and pjur espresso. Both of these

well as in the new products pjur MAN STEEL Gel and

products appeal to those who are looking for a

pjur MAN XTEND Cream. Each ingredient has its own

special kick. The unique pjur menthol in pjur Cool

special qualities, which means that they work in

creates a pleasant cooling effect - not too cold, just

different ways depending on the product and

excitingly tingly. Products such as menthol cigarettes

composition.

or menthol-flavoured chewing gum have a similar

Added moisture: Hyaluron originates in the cells and

effect. pjur espresso is enriched with caffeine, an

extracellular space surrounding the cells of the body.

ingredient whose stimulating, exciting, and energising

It is especially important for the human body, due to

effects can now also be felt in personal lubricants.

its ability to absorb and retain enormous amounts of

pjur espresso delivers an instant energy boost during

water. This ingredient is contained in the anal

lovemaking. Only pure caffeine is used for the

lubricants pjur Backdoor Comfort Glide and pjur

personal lubricant. No added flavouring or colouring

analyse me! comfort glide, as well as in pjur med

- just what pjur is well-known for.
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From the idea to the
sex toy

A visit at FunFactory in Bremen
FunFactor y undoubtedly rank among the
p i o n e e r s i n t h e a d u l t i n d u s t r y. T h e y h a v e
earned a reputation as innovators with a
dedication to quality - characteristics that
have been reflected in their toys ever since
t h e c o m p a n y w a s s t a r t e d . T h i s y e a r, F u n Factor y will celebrate their 20th anniversar y,
b u t t h e p i o n e e r i n g s p i r i t t h a t m a r ke d t h e
early days is still ver y much alive - as we
could see for ourselves during our visit at
the headquar ters of the sex toy producer.
e xclusiv e

I

f Michael Pahl were to look out of his window, he’d
have a great view of the Weser river. He could see

ships passing through his hometown of Bremen on
their way to the North Sea. Or he could just gaze into
the distance and let his mind wander. But instead,
Mi ch a e l P a hl i s o n e of t he fou nd ers a nd t he E l ectr o nics
Manager of FunFactory

Michael Pahl’s eyes are fixed on a collection of processors and circuit boards.
“There’s always something that can be improved,“ the electrical engineer explains. Twenty
years ago, he and his
friend Dirk Bauer started
FunFactory.

And

alt-

hough it’s been such a
long time, Michael has
never lost his passion for
tinkering – a passion that
played a great part in
making the company
what it is today. Improving the controls, adding
the “click and charge”
Product designer Alina Eynck demonstrates her working
pr o c e d u r e us ing t he Pa t c hy Pa ul vib rato r as an e xample
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Mixing the silicone colours is just one of Vadim
Be lo v ’s tasks in the casting de par tme n t

noise level of the motors. At first

something right,” he adds.

destinations all over the world – so-

glance, those things seem like

The willingness to experiment and

metimes even more at peak ti-

small details, but the sum of these

try new things off the beaten path

mes. But the production environ-

details can make a good product

- those are two of the pillars the

ment and the technology are not

great and ultimately influence the

company was founded on two

the only things that have evolved

entire industry. The motors used in

decades ago. Back then, the

– the design of the toys has also

FunFactory vibrators today are

founders cast their first dildo in their

undergone tremendous changes.

Pahl’s creation. The company and

kitchen and hardened it in a regu-

The look for the next generation of

the customers had already been

lar oven. Dolly Dolphin, as the toy

FunFactory toys is already taking

happy with the previous models,

was named, was made entirely of

shape on the drawing board of

but Michael’s keen eye saw that

silicone, and it was regarded as a

Alina Eynck. There are no specifi-

there was room for improvement.

true innovation in the mid-Nineties.

cations or stipulations to rein back

The result: a motor that offers the

The playful design of the toy pro-

her creativity, and so she churns

same strong sensations, but at

bably also played a part in its

out design after design, with pencil

much lower noise levels. Later,

huge success.

or ink, sometimes up to one hun-

these motors were also used in sex

FunFactory has long since left pri-

dred for a product – until she feels

toys from other companies. “Un-

vate kitchens behind. Today, the

she is onto something special.

fortunately, you can’t have some-

Bremen-based company employs

Once the team has agreed on

thing like that patented. But if

more than 120 people, and every

one of her designs, it is then polis-

people copy what you’ve created,

week, roughly 10,000 vibrators, dil-

hed and refined on the computer,

it kind of shows you that you’ve

dos, and other toy are shipped to

and at the end of this phase, Alina
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Michael Stauber working on pink dildos

N e w ly made dildo s, mo de l “The B os s “

presents a 3D model of
the toy to the FunFactory
decision makers. “Only
once have I got a pro-

Whil e se v e r al pr o ce sse s ar e auto mate d at FunFacto r y,
the toys are still cast by hand

duct perfectly right with
the first draft,” she explains. “Usually, there is a process.”
The Bremen-based company has high standards
when it comes to the design of products. From the
first Dolly Dolphin to their vibrator Patchy Paul – a fivemetre tall model of which was displayed by the Weser
riverbank at some point – to their new toys like Miss Bi
or Moody, they all boast playful shapes. And they
have another thing in common. Not only were they
designed in the company’s headquarters, they were
also produced there. There are several big tanks in
the basement of the building, containing the silicone
for all the toys, and from here, it is pumped up to the
production floor where Vadim Belov works. He is the
master of colours who turns the colourless silicone
into bright pink or black or more subdued caramel
tones. But before these colours radiate from the shelves of stores all over the world, there is still a long way
to go. Around Belov, machines as tall as him rattle on
ceaselessly. Behind acrylic glass windows, casting
moulds rotate at a leisurely pace until, at the end of
the cycle, accompanied by a whizz and a plop, they

Matthias P o e hl (EAN ) tr ie s
his hand at casting dildos

birth another vibrator shell. But not all steps of pro-
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Jürgen Stahlhut and Jessica Kreugel
pe r f o r m t he fina l qu a l it y c hec k

Be f o r e a to y is shippe d,
it un de r go e s v ar io us pr o ductio n ste ps

ker like Michael can pull several hundred
casts per shift. So now the motors have
been placed inside the vibrators, and the
dildos have been pulled from their moulds.
But there is still one last step before they
are shipped to trade members across the
globe: the quality check, conducted by
Jürgen Stahlhut. He has been with FunFactory almost from the beginning, and
there are few people who know more
D irk Ba u er,
founder and CEO of FunFactory

about the company than he does. Whenever there is a problem during the pro-

duction can be automated. Later, the motors and

duction process, he is there to lend a helping hand

control elements will be inserted and fused by hand.

and a wry comment. Today, he is accompanied by

Dildos and buttplugs are also cast by hand – a pro-

Jessica Kreugel who is doing an internship as part of

cess that requires finesse and experience. If there are

her studies at the university of Bremen. The two take

air bubbles or other blemishes, the product wouldn’t

a close look at the toys. Sometimes, minor flaws can

make it past quality control. Right now, about fifty

still be ironed out, but if a product doesn’t live up to

filled moulding casts are waiting to be “pulled”. Mi-

Jürgen’s standards, it is rejected and its journey ends

chael Stauber is the right man for the job,

in the box for substandard products. Dirk Bauer also

having both, the necessary

has a great view of the Weser river from his office,

muscle strength and the

which is the nodal point where all the threads come

necessary skill. With practi-

together. The CEO of FunFactory can look back at

sed movements, he rea-

twenty successful years during which his company

ches into the mould, then

has become one of the biggest producers in Europe.

he flexes his muscles and

And it has done its fair share of setting industry stan-

seconds later, he places

dards as well. The first toy made from medical-grade

another “The Boss” dildo

silicone, rechargeable vibrators, the first mainstream

on the table. “A machine

award for a sex toy – those are just a few milestones

couldn’t do that,” he com-

in the history of FunFactory, and many more are

ments before turning to the

bound to follow as the whole team is dedicated to

next toy. An experienced wor-

take sex toys to the next level.

Physical strength is
required for “pu l l ing “ the dildo s
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“We always aim

to keep developing as a company.”
Ber r y Ko l de wi j n o n t h e l a t e s t c ha n ge s a t S c a la Pla yho us e
Scala Playhouse have taken the next step in the evolution of the company, and to learn about
the details this step entails, EAN spoke with Berr y Koldewijn, the Director of Scala Playhouse.
During our inter view, Berr y also explained that restructuring the company was not a response
to special circumstances but rather the result of Scala Playhouse’s core philosophy.
exclusive

W

hat are the reasons behind Scala’s focus on

Berry: Absolutely not! The Beate Uhse logistics centre

expanding,

has been in business since 2006 and has proven to

centralising,

optimising

and

investing in 2016?

run smoothly, efficiently, and successfully. The centre

Berry Koldewijn: There isn’t a particular reason for our

has a capacity of shipping up to 42.000 parcels a

recent expansion; it has more to do with our core

day, making the integration of our Scala Playhouse

philosophy. We always aim to keep developing as a

logistics a task that is easily handled. For our custo-

company. We want to learn, innovate, and grow as

mers, it doesn’t make a difference whether a ship-

a whole, taking our business to the next level. 2016

ment is sent from our location in Almere or Walsoor-

has presented us with various exciting opportunities,

den as the delivery times will remain the same. Using

which we are taking advantage of and using to better

the expertise of the Beate Uhse logistics centre, Scala

our company’s position as the largest European

Playhouse will still provide the same excellent service

wholesaler of erotic novelties.

and logistics as we’ve always prided ourselves on.

Integrating Scala’s logistics into the Beate Uhse

Can the Beate Uhse logistics centre serve the special

logistics

demands of b2b customers?

centre

seems

consequential

when

considering costs and work-flow. Couldn’t the

Berry: At Scala Playhouse, we will always do anything

geographical separation between Scala in Almere

within our might to accommodate our customers’

and the logistics in Walsoorden become a problem?

demands. If a B2B customer has special demands,
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our Beate Uhse logistics centre

I can promise that the Loyalty Pro-

Playhouse, this means we are able

will step up and find a fitting

gram will be an amazing incentive

to provide our customers with even

solution to match the amazing

for customers to make the most of

better service, news, and marke-

service

ting materials than ever before.

Playhouse

their valued working relationship

customers have always received

with Scala Playhouse. Keep an eye

and come to expect.

on our weekly newsletter and PLAY

How

Magazine for more details about

the World Class Marketing Power-

this exciting new programme.

house? And how will Scala’s

the

Scala

Scala has announced investments

will

Scala

profit

from

customers profit?

in the show room in Almere. What
exactly do you have planned?

In the official press release, there

Berry: The Scala Playhouse marke-

Berry: The Almere-based Scala

was word of Scala introducing an

ting team will be splitting its time

Playhouse

the

ERP system. What results/optimi -

between Almere and Amsterdam.

ultimate location for our customers

sations do you plan on achieving?

The World Class Marketing Power-

to come and see the products for

Berry: By implementing our new

house in the Dutch capital enables

themselves. Holding a product in

ERP system, we can provide an

us to grow as a team, take advan-

your hands, smelling it, feeling the

even better, all-inclusive customer

tage of new knowledge and the

texture; it certainly gives you a

service. It is another example of a

expertise of our Beate Uhse collea-

better impression of the product’s

project that will cement our

gues. The new location will allow

qualities than an image and

position as market leaders, with the

our marketing department to take

description online. Customers are

additional bonus of even more

it to the next level and we are con-

always welcome to stop by our

customer-focused service.

fident customers will benefit from

showroom

is

showroom and browse all the dif-

this new, exciting move as well.

ferent brands and collections. We

You want to hire more staff. Is

often see that visitors to the show-

Scala’s sales team also going to

Why is the marketing not managed

room go home with products they

grow further?

at the headquarters in Almere?

had not previously heard about,

Berry: Yes, it certainly is! At the mo-

Berry: First of all: The marketing

adding an element of excitement

ment, we have a very well-estab-

department will still be part of the

and surprise to a visit at Scala Play-

lished team with a lot of expertise

Almere-based Scala Playhouse

house. Come visit our showroom

and we will take this chance to

headquarters. That being said, our

yourself and discover what hidden

add new sales talent to comple-

marketing and communication

treasures await you! To make a visit

ment the current team’s abilities.

channels are continuously digiti-

to the Scala Playhouse showroom

sed. This means that our online

even more worthwhile, we are

Beate Uhse will also open the

activity doesn’t demand a ‘perma-

launching

World Class Marketing Power-

nent’ office location, but allows us

house

to be more flexible – now switching

a

special

Loyalty

Program for customers.

in

Amsterdam.

What

function will the Center serve?

between offices depending on the

What is the meaning behind the

Berry: The World Class Marketing

projects we are working on. Our

‘Loyalty Program’? Who can profit

Powerhouse in Amsterdam will be

roots will remain in Almere, but the

from it?

contributing to the innovation and

marketing is just flourishing in other

Berry: The Loyalty Program will be

growth of Beate Uhse group. By

new

available to Scala Playhouse cus-

centralising the marketing activities

Amsterdam) as well…

tomers, providing them with even

in Amsterdam, it allows the coope-

better offers, deals and rewards if

ration to optimise its fullest poten-

Will Scala hold on to Almere as a

they stop by our showroom. We

tial and start new, exciting projects

location?

can’t reveal all the details yet, but

from a core base. For Scala

Berry: Definitely!
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.................
There is no substitute for well trained
personnel, who know exactly what is
expected of them and are motivated to
achieve a shared goal.”
................................

“

“We live in a very

competitive world.”

Nice n Naughty‘s Director Simon Prescott on the status quo of the British adult retail market
First and foremost, this is an inter view about the activities and developments in today’s
British adult retail trade, but with the kick off of the European Football Championship just
a few days away, EAN felt compelled to address that topic as well when we inter viewed
football fan Simon Prescott.
exclusive

T

here is no way around it: First, we need to discuss

played at home in the semi-final. Most teams find it

football. How satisfied are you as a loyal FC

difficult to play against a high pressure, where we

Liverpool supporter with their new trainer, Jürgen 'The

hunt in packs to regain possession. That is all down to

Normal One' Klopp?

Klopp, like he played at Dortmund and I am a fan. I

Simon Prescott: Watching Liverpool can at times be

am even more of a fan of the team spirit. The way

like supporting two different teams. They are either

they play for each other, pull together for a common

good or brilliant. When they are brilliant, I truly believe

goal. I am a huge advocate of team work, either on

they can beat anyone on their day. The recent come

the pitch or in one of our stores. There is no substitute

back from a two goal deficit, or simply the way we

for well trained personnel, who know exactly what is
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are

staff on hand, with a huge amount

towards the mainstream, the

motivated to achieve a shared

of product knowledge, to ensure

problem with the loss of walk-in

goal. Klopp and well run business’s

they make the right purchase. They

customers should be counter -

deliver that!

want to trust our staff and know we

balanced by the high number of

are more interested in providing

new potential customers?

solutions than pushing products.

Simon: In theory yes. But of course

expected

of

them

and

What do you think, who will win the

it only works if you have created

European Championship?
Simon: England, of course. I think
we

have

the

players,

the

confidence and the methodology.
But most of all we have the desire.
Let’s talk business: how is the UK
erotic trade doing, and how is it
currently

going

for

Nice

n

Naughty?
Simon: We live in a very competi-

.................
If pricing is
unrealistic you may
win a sale but loose a
client forever. By
offering the right
products, at a fair price,
supported by great
service, everyone wins.”
................................

“

an

environment

that

these

new customers want to visit.
Somewhere they feel comfortable.
The likes of Fifty Shades may well
have helped the mainstream
perception but you still need to
create the right environment to
welcome these new walk-ins.
That’s

where

NNN

has

done

particularly well. And that environment has to welcome all sections

tive world. A world in which online
shopping has almost become a

In earlier interviews for EAN, you

of the market be it gay or hetero-

way of life yet a world in which

mentioned the problem of the

sexual and stock a wide range of

there is a strong demand for adult

decrease in walk-in customers on

products for each.

products, as the nature of the

the high streets a few times – one

goods continues to be more soci-

of the biggest problems the erotic

However

ally acceptable. Against that

industry is facing, which probably

mentioned before already is, what

backdrop

still persists. What does Nice n

role do brick and mortar shops

performance continues to excite

Naughty

take in strengthening the social

and we have just had another

problem?

acceptance

very good trading year and a

Simon: The internet is pervasive. It

products? Does this affect your re-

reasonable increase in profits.

reaches so many people, so easily

tail shops?

and almost anyone can find a

Simon: I don’t think it aids social

What trends distinguish the British

'deal' somewhere. So trying to

acceptance at all. It simply means

erotic

you

compete on price in a bricks and

that due to social acceptance its

customers looking for when they

mortar business is not the answer.

far less restricting in how we run

come into your shops?

Of course we have to be compe-

the store, be it window displays,

Simon: There are no new trends to

titive but we need to offer so much

promotional events or product

speak of. It's just more of the same.

more than price. Customers need

ranges. You wouldn’t say that the

They are buying the same core

to be able to see and touch

building of football stadia helped

products as always, but they are

physical goods, get great advice,

the social acceptance of football.

now a little better informed or if

shop a wide range and have fun

It was the acceptance of football

they lack information, are no lon-

in the store. We frequently have

that lead to the building of so

ger afraid to ask for it. What they

clients laughing and joking with our

many stadiums. But to continue

really want when they come in our

staff. It’s hard to do that online.

the

Nice

retail?

n

What

Naughty's

are

do

to

combat

this

store, apart from a welcoming,

far

football

this

towards

analogy,

change

erotic

social

pressure then changed what

relaxed environment, is to know

Due to the often propagated

happened in the stadium and

that there are professional, helpful,

change of the erotic business

shaped the development of them.
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Simon Prescott, Director of British
store chain Nice n Naughty

.................
The internet
is pervasive.”
................................

“

Post Hillsborough, the lack of social acceptance of

to communicate expertise and knowledge concer-

stadia brought about huge changes for the better.

ning the products. Do you think this strategy is helpful?

Just like the stadium designers, our bricks and mortar

Or is there a sort of fight for the attention of the shops

stores have had to change with the times.

amongst suppliers?
Simon: Staff training can only ever be helpful. Their

A colleague of yours from France has said in an

visits are free and they are experts. Of course we

interview with EAN that rising prices for already rather

want to take advantage where possible. Helpful,

expensive erotic products will become a problem

knowledgeable staff are vital.

since they discourage consumers. Do you agree with
this statement or are your customers willing to pay a

On June 23rd, the British are going to have a

premium on selected products?

referendum on whether to stay in the European Union

Simon: Surely it's about a blend. A range of products

or not. Do you think the result – whatever it will be –

that offers something for everyone’s pocket. The key

will have any impact on the British erotic trade?

however is a pricing strategy that encourages repeat

Simon: I think the result will have an impact on

visits. If pricing is unrealistic you may win a sale but

all trade, be it erotic or otherwise. It is vital that we

loose a client forever. By offering the right products,

as a country make a wise decision. So many

at a fair price, supported by great service, everyone

people’s incomes depend on it. The argument

wins.

is so complex and far deeper than the net
contributor

statement,

and

I

hope

that

the

Many of the producers, distributors and brands have

matter is given serious air time on TV before

representatives, who visit the brick and mortar shops

the vote.
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.................
We go where the
action and media
coverage is.“
................................

“

“Here at
an equal

Nick Orlandino, CEO of Pipedream, gets political

The US primaries are nearing their end. In the Democrat camp, ever ything points to Hillar y
Clinton becoming the par ty’s candidate, and on the Re publican side of things, Donald
Tr u m p h a s l e f t m o s t o f t h e c o m p e t i t i o n i n t h e d u s t . I t r e m a i n s t o b e s e e n w h o w i l l b e
elected the next President of the United States, but one par ty is already a big winner:
Pipedream Products. The company has demonstrated a remarkable knack for addressing
p o l i t i c a l e v e n t s w i t h t h e i r o w n b r a n d o f h u m o u r. I n o u r i n t e r v i e w, Pi p e d r e a m C E O N i c k
Orlandino shares his take on the race for the White House, and we talk about the strategy
his company pursues with products like “Hor ny Hillar y” or the “Donald Chump Love Doll”.

exclusive

T

he race for the US presidency is

natural fit for Pipedream. All jokes

in full swing and Pipedream took

aside, I lived through the days

advantage of this with the Donald

when industry pioneers were put

Chump Love Doll and a petition for

in jail for doing nothing more than

Ted Cruz to get his penis moulded.

trying to earn a living, so freedom

Is this pure marketing or does

of speech and expression is some-

Pipedream want to make a political

thing I take very seriously. When

statement as well?

fundamentalists like Cruz have a

Nick Orlandino: I’m always looking

chance to be in power, that’s not

for

promote

something our industry should

Pipedream brands so when I found

laugh off. It wasn’t that long ago

about Cruz’s position on sex toys and

here in the States, when we had

opportunities

to

another fundamentalist in the role

sex in general, the petition for him
to get moulded seemed like a

Nick Orlandino, Pipedream CEO
an d pr o po n e nt o f f r e e spe e ch
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Pipedream, we’re
opportunity offender.”

.................
Freedom of speech
and expression is
something I take very
seriously.“
................................

9/11, he had the adult industry in

“

the crosshairs with over 30 special
prosecutors ready to go.
We generally don’t make political
statements. Here at Pipedream,
we’re an equal opportunity offen-

Co me s w ith a cut-o ut w all:
Do n ald Chump

der — but when it comes to a
gavone like Cruz, our industry would
be better off if he was out of the

vantage of all opportu-

picture.

nities to get our brand

What impact would a Trump or

consumer so our retai-

Cruz victory have for the adult

lers can easily close the sale

into the public, to the

when those consumers walk through

industry in the US?
Nick Orlandino: I’m not too worried

How many people have you

their doors. We’re constantly featu-

about Trump. I know Trump, I grew

reached with your PR in this

red in mainstream press, movies, TV

up in New York seeing his name

regard? Did you get the attention

shows, web videos, podcasts, blogs

plastered all over the tabloids and

outside the adult industry as well?

— it’s amazing to me that after all

local news. He’s a lunatic, but

Nick Orlandino: It’s hard to put a

these years Pipedream is still the

mostly a performer and the furthest

number on how many people are

authority on adult novelties. We are

thing from a bible thumper. When

reached, but every time we put

everywhere, bro.

it comes to our industry, he seems

something like this out it gives the

harmless compared to Cruz — but

brand a publicity bump and

From a European point of view, it

please don’t misinterpret that as a

reminds our customers why they

seems absurd that a high-ranking

ringing endorsement. (laughter)

support Pipedream. We take ad-

politician like Cruz would even deal
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For Democrats:
Horny Hillary Lovedoll
H is t enure in t he Whit e Ho use
will soon be over: Blow Up Barack

with a topic like sex toys, much less try to ban them.
What is the intention behind this?
Nick Orlandino: Who knows? My guess is to pick up as

.................
Bottom line is we love any
politician that can help our
customers turn profits.“
................................

“

much support as he can from the evangelicals/religious types. I can’t figure him out, but he seems to

former president Bill Clinton as a ‘Presidential Meat-

be the most disliked person in Washington politics right

Beater.’ Bottom line is we love any politician that can

now. (laughter)

help our customers turn profits.

So far, Pipedream seems to have focused on the

Will we see further Pipedream products inspired by US

Republican candidates. What about the Democrats?

politics?

Nick Orlandino: We go where the action and media

Nick Orlandino: We’ll see how the rest of this crazy

coverage is. But like I said, we’re an equal opportunity

election season goes. But sure, I started as a gag guy,

offender. When it comes to the democrats, they’re

so you can expect Pipedream to continue to create

well represented at Pipedream. We have two Horny

these top sellers.

Hillary items – The Horny Hillary Love Doll and The Horny
Presidential Wind Up, which is a fun little wind-up toy.

What do you think: Who will win the race for the White

We also have our Obama items: Blow-Up Barack

House this fall?

Presidential Love Doll and Beatin’ Barack, a wind-up

Nick Orlandino: Hillary’s got the numbers right now,

toy that shows the president stimulating his own

but this is the wildest election I can remember so we’ll

package – we marketed this as ‘another jerk-off in the

have to see what happens. Either way, your PD reps

White House.’ (laughter) We also took the 2016 election

will have you covered whether it’s a Clinton or a Trump

as an opportunity to re-release another Pipedream

White House. Like we say here at Pipedream, politics

classic wind-up toy – Whackin’ Willy. Which features

really is a joke.
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“The better we understand you, the
better service we can provide for you.”

Adult Translations –

specialised in translation and localisation services

The per fect way to approaching your customers is a puzzle with many pieces. One of
them: proper translations. They guarantee that marketing messages are not just understood,
but also feel right and linger in the consumer’s mind. Obviously, translations and localisation also play a major role in the adult industr y, where traffic and conversion rates are
of ten ver y impor tant. The ser vices of up-and-coming Slovakian company Adult Translations
cater to all adult businesses, online as well as offline, as Slavomir Hr uska, the co -founder
and CEO of Adult Translations, explained in our inter view.
exclusive

W

hen did you start your company Adult Translations?

What services are you offering?

How many people are working for you, and where

Slavomir: We offer translation and localisation services;

do you have your HQ?

proof reading, keyword suggestions for PPC campaigns;

Slavomir Hruska: Adult Translations emerged as a sister

we can suggest multiple variations of texts & CTAs for

company of Localization Guru in October 2015 after we

A/B testing of your e-mails or landing pages.

saw the need for professional translation and localisation
services at the European Summit in Prague 2015. Currently,

What can you tell us about your clients? Who uses your

the company has 7 employees and is located in Bratislava,

services?

the capital of Slovakia.

Slavomir: Currently, we work with major players in the industry like Flirt4free, Mistral, BitterStrawberry, First Mobile

How would you describe your company's philosophy?
Slavomir: There are a number of
companies that just try to sell

Cash, and many others. They use our services to translate websites, landing pages, video titles, descriptions
and subtitles; marketing materials, packaging, etc.

you translations. From day one,
we tried to learn more about

Our readers are mostly resellers of erotic products, but

your businesses, affiliations,

also manufacturers, distributors and wholesalers. Which

customer journey, and con-

services do you offer that might be of interest to this

versions to get the full picture.

groups?

The better we understand you,

Slavomir: Localisation for packaging and documenta-

the better the service we can

tion would be the main ones, but also translations for e-

provide for you. I would

shops, blogs, how-to’s, or e-mail campaigns could bring

say our philosophy

more money their way. Some nations are really proud

is to help you

of their native tongue and refuse to buy products that

prosper long-

are not localized, e.g. Italy and France, to name just a

term, so we

few.

can grow
together.
Slavomir Hruska, co-founder and
CEO of Adult Translations

Which languages do you offer and how long does a translation take?
Slavomir: Currently, we offer more than 40 languages,
but we are able to add new languages on demand.
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Pavel Svitek, co-founder and
CTO of Adult Translations

Until the e nd o f Jun e , the r e i s
a discount for new clients

You can find the

Slavomir: As in every industry, there are specifics and stan-

current

of

dards that are best practice. Focusing on one industry al-

languages on our

lows us to be more knowledgeable than our competitors.

list

website, www.adulttranslations.com.

Where do you find the specialists for your translations?
Slavomir: I worked more than 10 years in the translation

What’s different when translating texts for the erotic industry

industry. I have an extensive network of translators. We pre-

compared to other industries? Which aspects are the

screen people who enjoy working with adult content from

most difficult?

our existing network.

Slavomir: The most important part is localisation and slang.
Our translators focus on one specific industry which makes

How do you make sure that the translations are always

our translations stand out from other providers. Also, many

correct, or put differently, who supervises your translators?

agencies and translators don’t take the adult industry se-

Slavomir: Translations are very subjective. If you give 1

riously or outright refuse to translate such content, especially

translation to a 100 translators, you will probably come up

in more religious countries. We work specifically with people

with 100 different variations. Regardless, with each transla-

who enjoy translating adult content.

tion we have proof readers who check the grammatical
correctness of the translation and our project managers

How important is a professional translation in regards of

have a Q/A before delivering the final translation to the

marketing, customer communication, advertising

client. Also, we only use native speakers for translations,

messages, etc.?

and this is without exception. Translators can translate only

Slavomir: This is currently a hot topic in the industry, with a

into their mother tongue, therefore, the culture of the

lot of companies competing in the congested

market is also taken into consideration.

English-speaking market. When it comes to translation,
your marketing texts and banners need to be bulletproof

Do you think the adult industry is aware of the importance

and tailored to the local audience. Doing this professionally

of professional translations or does it still frequently resort

can greatly increase your conversions in foreign markets.

to the Google Translator?

On average, about only 35% of the people in Europe

Slavomir: I will try to explain it this way: You invest 95% of

can hold a conversation in English. If your campaigns are

your energy into building your product, finding the right

in English in Central European markets, they don’t convert

audience, getting the right traffic, setting up the marketing

that well.

the right way, and then you can lose your customer by
having incorrect translations. We understand that translati-

How much specialised knowledge is needed in your

ons are only a small piece of the puzzle, however it’s a

opinion to translate erotic content perfectly?

very important one.
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“Women are glad they don’t have to worry
wellness during menstruation.”
O li ver R e ds c h l a g pre s e n t s t h e Origin a l S o ft T a mp o n
Some products make a splash and then disappear again, other maintain their position in
the market for years – af ter 18 years of success, the Original Sof t Tampons from JOYDIVISION
can definitely be placed in the second categor y. EAN and Oliver Redschlag, the head of
JOYDIVISION inter national AG, take a closer look at the histor y and the concept of this
long-standing top-seller.
exclusive

J

OYDIVISION’s Soft Tampons have been on the market

ance paid off, and today, the Soft Tampons are the

for 18 years. That is a very long time in this business.

most popular string-less tampons in the world. Which

Did you know that you had a top-seller on your hands

makes me very proud, of course.

when you launched the product back then?
Oliver Redschlag: At first, it

How did you get the idea to develop a string-less tam-

wasn’t that easy to sell the

pon women could use while going to the sauna, doing

Soft Tampons because

sports, swimming, and engaging in sexual intercourse?

there had been no ot-

Oliver Redschlag: I always have thousands of ideas in

her successful string-

my head. This was simply one of the best.

less tampon before it,
so there was no substan-

How hard was it to create awareness for sex during

tial demand. It was a bit

menstruation, a topic that was confined to the shadows

like with the first automo-

18 years ago?

bile. But the efforts, the hard
work, the persever-

Oliver Redschlag: Well, it took several years, but finally,
people began openly discussing this taboo topic.
And what about today? Have people’s mind-sets
changed over the course of the years? Are they more
open and relaxed about this topic?
Oliver Redschlag: Definitely. Sexuality has reached the
centre of society. Just look at the online forums of big,
respected women’s magazines, and you will find open
discussions about sex with tampons. It is perfectly
acceptable now. Women are obviously glad that
they don’t have to worry any longer when they
want to enjoy sex, sports, and wellness during
menstruation, and they are talking about it.
How important was or is it to offer products that are clinically tested? Does quality equal consumer confidence?

Proudly looks back at 18 years of Original Soft Tampons:
Oliver Redschlag, CEO of JOYDIVISION international AG
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any longer when enjoying sex, sports and
T h e s h a p e a n d p a c ka g ing of Soft Ta mpons ha ve c ha nge d o v e r time – he r e :
an image from an old product catalogue

the female anatomy, making the use
of Soft Tampons easier and more
comfortable. The elongated heart
shape makes for a thin tip, and the
two wings create the small hollow at
the top where you place your fingers
to insert the tampon. To make the
removal of the tampon easier, there
is a unique, integrated strap that you
can reach and use with just one finger. Alternatively, you can grab one
of the wings with thumb and forefinger and remove it that way. When
we developed this new shape,
functionality – and also aesthetics –
were an important factor, but we also
wanted

to

achieve

optimum

material utilisation during the various
stages of production. So there is also
an ecological and economical
dimension to the new shape.
Oliver Redschlag: These tests are

with the product, and in our latest user

Moreover, our Soft Tampons are the

extremely important! Especially for

study, 75% of the women gave our

only string-less tampons to come in a

products that are used in such an

Soft Tampons the highest marks. 85%

practical spender box, and this

intimate way and for a long period of

rated the quality of the Soft Tampons

feminine presentation is just perfect

time (up to 8 hours). The consumers

as good to very good.

and fits in nicely with the rest of JOYDIVISION’s high-quality product range.

have to be able to trust the product
without any reservations. Medical re-

Have the Soft Tampons undergone

ports, for instance by Dermatest

major changes since they were

Why should every adult retailer have

GmbH, and our dedication to quality

launched onto the market?

Soft Tampons on their shelves or in

during production right here in Ger-

Oliver Redschlag: In 2012, there was

their online shop?

many guarantee safety and comfort.

a big relaunch. Prior to that, the Soft

Oliver Redschlag: Not all consumers

The Original Tampons are made

Tampons had been cylindrical, but

need condoms, but every woman

from environmentally compatible

then, we decided to reshape them.

needs tampons. Not having Soft

materials and contain no chemical

The

Tampons in your range means

substances, thus eliminating the pos-

ergonomic and also turned out to

sibility of internal irritations.

be the most popular among string-

For these clinical studies, test users are

less tampons. With this new shape,

Do you feel that the adult market is

interviewed about their experiences

the tampon fits in more naturally with

focusing on sex toys too strongly?

current

shape
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The re -laun ch in 2 012 in tr o duce d an
op timise d shape an d a pr actical spe nde r bo x

Oliver Redschlag: Toys are certainly

cervix. Some women may find the

an important category in this

vaginal introitus to be rather dry right

market, and we also cater to that

after inserting the tampons. In that

segment ourselves with our top-

case, they should use lubricants (for

quality toys, all of which are made

instance our Aquaglide) before sex.

with love in Germany.

- How long can I use a Soft Tampon?

However, it is important for the trade

How long you use it depends on how

to offer a variety of products and

strongly you are menstruating. On

product

days when menstruation particularly

categories

to

their

consumers to respond to all their

heavy, we recommend you exchange

problems and wishes. Sexuality

tampons after 3 to 5 hours, otherwise,

during menstruation is unfortunately

they can be used for 5 to 8 hours. The

still a problem for many, and

tampon

Soft

Tampons

represent

should

be

changed

immediately after sexual intercourse

the

without a condom.

easiest solution.

- Isn’t it very unhygienic to use string-less
How should the retailers present the

tampons? No more and no less than

Soft Tampons to create the best-

the use of regular tampons. Just wash

possible sales? Do you have some

your hands before and after inserting or

advice for the trade?

removing the tampon.

Oliver Redschlag: Soft Tampons are

The great thing is that, once a woman

the kind of product that require

has seen how great Soft Tampons are,
she will be back every month to

explanation so the consumers fully

buy them.

grasp their qualities. At the various
events we visit, we see this aha moment

Does JOYDIVISION also offer POS materials

a lot when people realise the advantages

to the trade?

our product holds, and all reservations they
may have had disappear.

Oliver Redschlag: JOYDIVISION help their retail partners

Shop owners should be able to answer the following

generate sales! We support them with a wide range of

questions:

appealing and professional ad tools, all of which have

- Why do Soft Tampons seem so big? The material these

been designed in accordance with sales psychology

tampons are made of is so flexible that it always adapts

findings. They offer all the important information and

to the female form. Conventional cotton tampons swell

help win over the consumer, aiding in creating long-

up, but Soft Tampons don’t. Their size doesn’t change

lasting customer loyalty. Apart from various catalogues,

at all. And given their spongy material, you can easily

flyers, samples, and posters, we also provide videos for

compress the tampon when inserting it.

online shops. And our sales team is more than happy

- How can these tampons be removed if there is no

to provide suggestions for the decoration of shopping

string? The tampon has an integrated strap, so you can

windows or the point of sales area!

simply pull it out with your index or middle finger. If, for
some reason, you have trouble removing it, we recom-

What are your plans for the future of Soft Tampons? Is

mend you assume a squatting position or just sit on the

there any need for further optimisation, be it on the

toilet with your legs spread because this way, the depth

product itself or on the packaging?

of the vagina is reduced from 9-10cm to just 4-5cm.

Oliver Redschlag: As a matter of fact, we will revamp

- And my partner really won’t feel it? No, as long as the

the packaging design shortly. The layout will be modified

tampon is inserted deep enough – right in front of the

to reflect the zeitgeist and the latest marketing findings.
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“The Queen and the Prime Minister - you
can’t get any more mainstream than that.”
Lovehoney receives Queen's Award for International Trade

Royal honours being bestowed on a company in the adult industr y, that is not something
you see ever y day – or any day, for that matter. Not until now, that is. Not until Lovehoney.
The British company received the Queen’s Award for Enterprise in the Inter national Trade
categor y. We inter viewed Richard Longhurst, Lovehoney’s co -founder, and asked him about
the significance of this accolade for his company and for the adult industr y at large.
exclusive

W

hat do the Queen’s Awards signify? What

awards are divided into three categories - honouring

are the requirements for being considered

outstanding business achievement in the fields of

for this award?

International Trade, Innovation and Sustainable

Richard Longhurst: The Queen's Awards for Enterprise

Development. Britain is the fifth biggest economy in

are the most prestigious business awards in the UK.

the world. The Queen is very proud of the

Each

Government's

achievements of the companies which help to make

Department of Business, Innovation and Skills, the

Britain the business success story it is. Some of Britain's

Queen honours a number of companies which are

biggest companies have been honoured with a

making a real impact in improving people's lives. The

Queen's Award. It's great that our Monarch is so

year,

through

the

British
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.................
We have amazing staff, unique products and
exclusive brands - and we are the only company in
the industry with the Queen’s Award for Enterprise.”
................................

“

Ric ha rd Long hu rst an d N e al Slate f o r d, the f o un de r s
a nd owners of Lovehoney, ce le br ate r e ce iv ing the Que e n 's Aw ar ds f o r Ente r pr ise

markets and customers paying in

had received an award. Given the

Euros. Business Secretary Sajid Ja-

nature of our business it would

vid said: 'The Queen’s Awards are

have been easy for the judges to

a great way of celebrating the

pass us over, so it’s great that they

best of British business. We are a

recognised not only that Love -

forward-thinking that she feels

country full of exciting and inno-

honey is a very successful business

that a sex toy company is worthy

vative businesses that deserve

but

of recognition. To be eligible,

to be celebrated. I’d like to

wellbeing is something to be

Lovehoney had to show solid

commend all the winners for their

applauded and encouraged.

achievements in growing exports

hard work in creating jobs and

over the last three years. We have

driving our growing economy.'

that

promoting

sexual

What does this award mean for
you personally, for your company,

done that with the rapid inter have

Was the commendation a surprise

and for the industry?

the

for you, or was it just the result of

Richard: It is the highest accola-

worldwide licence for official Fifty

the rapid success story that is

des that it’s possible for a UK

Shades of Grey pleasure products.

Lovehoney?

business to receive. It’s wonderful

Overseas sales at Lovehoney

Richard: Companies are invited

for me and Neal personally and

almost trebled last year from £4.5

to apply for an award so we were

also for all the Lovehoney staff that

million to £12 million following the

obviously hopeful that we would

work tirelessly to keep Lovehoney

launch of new websites for the

get one, but we were still very

customers happy. It will open doors

French, German and Australian

surprised when we were told we

for Lovehoney and make it easier

national
achieved

expansion
since

we

winning
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You

may

now

use

the ‘Queen’s Award’ for
your

advertising

and

marketing, as well as on
your packaging, for a
duration of five years.
Does this mean, there
will be ‘royally certified
love toys’?
Richard: That’s not quite
what

it

means,

no.

Maybe “By Royal Appointment” is the only
way we can be more
mainstream.
What will the award
mean for your business?
Do you think there will be
a noticeable increase in
sales?
Richard: I don’t think the

The Lovehoney fou nd ers a r e
a t t he hel m of a ra pid l y g rowing co mpany

for Lovehoney to do business around the world.
It shows that we are a serious and seriously
successful business - other companies will know
that they can do business with us. We also hope
that it will promote the acceptance of the sexual
wellbeing industry.
Is this commendation another step towards

Award will directly lead to

.................
It's great that our
Monarch is so
forward-thinking that
she feels that a sex toy
company is worthy of
recognition.”
................................

“

sales on our websites but
it will be a fantastic aid
in international trade,
with

customers

and

suppliers. It’s something
else that will set Love honey apart. We have
amazing staff, unique
products and exclusive

bringing sex toys into the broad public/into

brands - and we are the

the mainstream?
Richard: Absolutely. There cannot be a more

only company in the industry with the Queen’s Award

mainstream recognition of our industry than receiving

for Enterprise.

a Queen’s Award. This is what the 'Congratulations'
email from the Secretary from the Queen’s Award for

On July the 14th, you are invited to a reception at

Enterprise said: 'I am delighted to inform you that Her

Buckingham Palace, where you will meet the Queen.

Majesty The Queen has been graciously pleased to

Are you excited? Will you bring a present for the

approve the Prime Minister's recommendation that

Queen?

your organisation should receive a Queen's Award for

Richard: Yes, we are very excited to be invited to

Enterprise in International Trade this year.' The Queen

Buckingham Palace. We don’t know if the Queen will

and the Prime Minister - you can’t get any more

be there to present the Award in person. We’ll take

mainstream than that.

some gift vouchers just in case.
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“The main objective is
to create sex toys.”

An exploration of the sex toy DIY movement with Jacob Cardano
Technologies that only big companies had access to not so long ago have found their way
into workplaces and living rooms over the course of the past years. Some of them, we
have already come to take for granted: On YouTube, ever ybody can have their own online
TV channel, on Facebook, you can create your own blog and self-publish content. And
soon, you’ll also be able to create your own dildo or vibrator. 3D printers are becoming
more and more affordable, and the technology used in vibrators and similar sex toys is
easy to come by as well. Jacob Cardano has dedicated a blog – bodyinteraction.com –
to the possibilities of moder n technology when combined with the do -it-yourself spirit. In
our EAN inter view, he tells us about the small, but steadily growing group of sex toy tinkerers,
and we also take a look at a vibrator control board of his own devising.
exclusive

J

acob, you are running a website dedicated to DIY

Jacob: It was started to create programmable wireless

sex toys, bodyinteraction.com. Why did you start this

connected sex toys. The main objective is to enable

project and how long has it been online?

everyone to make sex toys and to facilitate the creation

Jacob Cardano: The project started in 2011. I was

of novel toys or toy features.

fascinated by the idea of two-way interactive couple
vibrators. Shortly after my first experiments, the great Lelo Oden and Tiani
became available which offered a
similar functionality. But I didn’t stop
tinkering and wanted to build my own
vibrator. At that time, I was still a newbie
to 3D design & printing and circuit
development and I had only little
Arduino experience. In 2012, I started
the webpage and realised that the
standard development boards weren’t

Right now, 3D printing is still a hobby

.................
I guess it will
take three more
years until we have
affordable printers able
to make quality prints
which are comparable
to commercial off-theshelf products.”
................................

“

for enthusiasts, even though affordable 3D printers have been on the
market for some years now. When will
it become the norm to print your own
dildo instead of buying one in a shop?
Jacob: In the future, we will have both.
There will be great products you can
buy in a (internet)shop. 3D printers will
be used to make individualised sex
toys. These are for people who want
something unique for themselves or

suited for DIY vibrators. So I developed
my own, and it took 2 1/2 years before I ordered 100

for their partner. And there will be makers and inventors

“body interaction 1“ boards from Seeed Studio.

who have fun in tinkering but also in presenting their
new creation to their partners, maybe as part of foreplay.

Is Body Interaction a commercial project or are you in

I guess it will take three more years until we have

it for the fun?

affordable printers able to make quality prints which are
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to enable everyone
1

comparable to commercial off-the-

3

2

5

4

From digital design
to the se lf -made v ibr ato r

shelf products. In addition, there are
very good 3D printing service
providers that will compete with 3D
printing at home.
One of the biggest problems with
3D printed sex toys is the fact that
the materials used are not body

intensive (polishing) and you might

structures, which must be removed

safe. This is dealt with by printing

have to use chemicals.With the SLS

after printing.

only the mould which is then filled

[Selective Laser Sintering – editor’s

with silicone. How far is the process

note] printing technology, you can

The main part of your website is

of directly printing a toy? Is the

have body safe and smooth prints

dedicated to building your own

material limiting what the user can

already today. This technology is

vibrator using Arduino. Before we

actually do, for instance in terms of

used for printing implants or dentu-

go into more details, could you

shape?

res. But printers and materials are

explain what Arduino actually is?

Jacob: There are already food-safe

too expensive for using them at

Jacob: Arduino is an open-source

3D printing materials available

home. The same technology is avai-

electronic prototyping platform

which are a body safe alternative

lable for less e.g. the FORM1 printer,

allowing you to create interactive

for printing sex toys. You can order

but their materials might not be safe.

electronic objects. Arduino consists

them from 3d printing service

I guess the situation can change

of different parts: The Arduino hard-

companies, for instance polished

very quickly because a lot of people

ware, e.g. the Arduino Uno board

plastics from Sculpteo’s printing

are working on safe materials.

where

service. But you will still have

Regarding the shape, there are

(temperature, proximity) and actua-

problems with cleaning the sex toy

some restrictions e.g. overhanging

tors (motor, LED). And the Arduino

as the surface is not plane and

or very complex parts might be a

software (IDE) which makes it easy

bacteria might get in. There are

problem but most printers can

to write code and upload it to the

procedures available to make the

handle this. If the form is too

board. And there is a very strong

surface smooth but they are work

complex the printers use support

and active community.
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Do you think, that
programming

.................
Programming
sex toys is a
good starting point
as the hardware is
not too complex and so
it is quite easy to
start writing code.”
................................

“

a

sex toy would be
a good place to
start for people
who'd like to
get involved in
the world of
DIY electro-

Jacob Cardano‘s Arduino Board is small
enough to fit into most vibrators

nics and the Arduino platform?

Jacob: The main

Jacob:

Program-

feature is the form

ming sex toys is a

factor. It is very

good starting point

small

as the hardware is

20mm). And it al-

not too complex

ready includes a

and so it is quite

movement sensor

easy to start writing

(accelerometer),

code. But if you are

and circuitry for

not interested in sex

battery

toys, you can just as

and operating a

well start with some-

vibration

x

charging
motor.

There is a so-called

thing else. A good
starting place for

(36mm

3D printer in action:
l a ye r by lay e r , a n e w mo uld is cr e ate d

RF

(radio

quency)

learning these tech-

fre-

module

nologies are Hackerspaces and Fablabs where you can

on board for wireless communication between two or

learn from others. But you might have a problem when

more boards. With the RF feature, you can build two-

you want to print out a dildo.

way vibrators for couples. This can be used as a remote
control feature or for synchronising two boards. I sell it

Which options does the user have when working with

together with a LiPo battery and a vibration motor.

this platform? Where are the limits, especially when
compared to professionally manufactured products?

Which hardware and knowledge do I need to start

Jacob: Arduino hardware and software is used by lots

working with your board?

of professionals, artists, and scientists. In addition, there

Jacob: The board is already pre-programmed. The

are a lot of add-ons or derivatives addressing a large

vibration motor will adjust its power to your movements.

number of topics like lightning, gardening, home

The wireless connectivity feature is already enabled. If

automatisation, interactive installations. As far as I know,

you have more than one board, all boards will vibrate if

professional manufactured products contain similar

you shake only one of them. If you want to develop

hardware. Another very popular platform is Raspberry Pi

your own code and upload it to the board, you need

which is more powerful but also more complex.

an ISP connector for connecting the board to your PC

For example, you can realise image and video

or Mac.

processing with the Raspberry Pi.
As part of the ”sex tech DIY community“, how many
You have created and sell your own development

people would you say are involved in this grass roots

board. Which features does it have?

movement of sex toy manufacturing?
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The mo to r an d the bo ar d can still be se en
thr o ugh the silico ne o f this se lf -ma d e p lug

.................
It can be a very
appealing option
to create basic sex
toys at home, all the
more so if you can
customise them to
your personal taste
(shape, colour, material, sensors, actuators, etc.).”
........................

“
E ven t h o u g h i t i s p o s sib l e t o print t oys , t he more po pular
option right now is to print a mould and then fill it with silicone

Jacob: The number is still very small. I assume that there

popular, we’ll be able to delve into our own sex world,

are a few hundreds. The larger part of the visitors of my

feeling physical arousal with the help of the right toys. That

webpage are from the 3D printing communities.

type of content will be where the next battle against piracy
is fought.

The easier it gets to make a toy at home, the more people
will do it. Do you think the adult industry will face the same

In

piracy problems as the music and movie industry did a

developments will shape the erotic industry throughout

decade ago?

the next years?

Jacob: It can be a very appealing option to create basic

Jacob: The internet of things is becoming very popular

sex toys at home, all the more so if you can customise

right now. I feel that sex toys are also going to become a

them to your personal taste (shape, colour, material,

part of that. Let’s call it the internet of (sex) toys, where you

sensors, actuators, etc.). However, in that case, I wouldn’t

can do much more than just remote control toys. Data

go so far as to speak of piracy. After all, the users don’t

can be stored and compared to create video games

simply copy; they change the design, the technology,

with sex toys where you learn new techniques and positions

and the programming. The scenario you are describing,

and become a better lover. Another option would be to

i.e. really copying a toy, would only be appealing if creating

have sex toys that adapt to the user, drawing from data

the copy was much cheaper than the industrially

about his preferences and his mood.

manufactured original, and I don’t believe that will happen

This could be really great for couples who are in a

with 3D printing technology.

relationship but have little or no sex. Special sex toys could

Also, we are going to see highly complex toys in the future,

help such couples get closer, enable them to discover

using technology as powerful as that of a smartphone,

and experience their erotic fantasies together.

making use of complex mechanical features that are

Truly revolutionary developments however - say robots

only seen in robotics nowadays. And that type of sex toy

or implants … those won’t arrive for several years.

cannot be made at home; if you want these toys, you’ll

I would hope that the producers or an OpenSource group

have to buy them.

would agree on a universal standard for the interaction of

At some point, the focus will shift from hardware to content.

sex toys and the way they can be combined with other

We are already seeing the early stages of this develop-

media. If all the producers create their own, individual

ment. For instance, you can download vibration patterns

standards, that will slow down the evolution of this

and music or videos for certain toys. And as the virtual

technology, and it will be much longer before we see truly

reality technology becomes more accessible and more

ground-breaking inventions in this field.
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.................
The market is flooded with inferior
products both sold locally in
low-end stores and online shops.”
................................

“

“Brands are almost
non-existent here.”

Asaf Yarkoni grants EAN insights into the Israeli market for adult products
In the hear t of Te l Aviv, Asaf Yarkoni r uns his adult store Fun Stuff. As he explains, his home
market has been swamped with inferior products from the Far East these past few years
because the big brands do not invest in the Israeli market. Apar t from that, there are
several other problems facing the Israeli adult retail trade. We talked about these challenges in our EAN inter view, but Asaf pointed out that in spite of these problems, there is still
a whole lot of potential in the Israeli adult market, waiting to be tapped.
ex c l u s ive

H

ow has the erotic mar-

Asaf: What usually affects us most is the high cost of

ket in Israel developed

importing. We spend a lot on shipping and taxes which

recently?

makes it hard to compete with prices abroad. Some

Asaf Yarkoni: In general, the

people wait for their next vacation in Europe or the US to

erotic market in Israel has

buy a new toy at almost half the price, or buy them online

become more open to

on eBay and Amazon.

new toys and acknowledges the benefits of good se-

In many countries, a big part of sex toy sales is made via

xual relationships.

online shops. Do we see the same situation is Israel?
Asaf: Online sales increase every year but right now, most

Has the market changed a

people still prefer to come and see the products before

lot within the last years? If

they buy them. The people deciding to buy online usually

so, in which direction?

do so because of their geographic location (being too

Asaf: The market here has

far from the next store) and for reasons of anonymity.

definitely changed in the

Asaf Yarkoni runs an adult
store in Tel Aviv

last couple of years since

Is an online shops a must have for modern erotic shops?

the known brands are not

Asaf: Absolutely, if you don't have good web presence

investing in marketing. The

today, you simply don't exist. Try to remember the last

market is flooded with

time you wanted to buy something? Your first stop today

inferior products both sold locally in low-end stores

is Google!

and online shops. It's easy for anyone to import
low quality products from China and sell them in our

The consumer sentiment is always an important factor,

local market.

especially for the adult trade. How willing are people to
spend money in your country right now?

Are there any problems or challenges the erotic market

Asaf: As everywhere else, we struggle with general

in Israel is fighting right now?

economic issues. People buy less these days, so unfortu-
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Asaf: Brands are almost nonexistent here. We do try to educate our customers and focus
on high-quality brands like Fun
Factory, but customers can
easily be tempted to buy nonbrand, low-quality products,
even if offered at a high price
in most stores. Given the ac-

Fun Stuff is situated in Tel Aviv,
Israel’s most liberal-minded and cosmopolitan city

cessibility of the global market

nately, we keep hearing about stores closing every couple

via online stores, I think that what influence the customer's

of weeks. In order to keep up you must offer exceptional

decision the most is still the price of the product.

service and very good value for the customer's money.
How well-informed are your customers? Do they have
Who are your customers? Which group is the target

experience with adult products, or are there also a lot of

audience of the Israeli erotic market right now?

first-time buyers? Are many customers looking for advice

Asaf: In general, there is no clear-cut target audience like

from your sales staff?

we've seen with the 50 Shades movie audience. Most

Asaf: We do have a growing audience of well-informed

stores are pretty generic so they try to catch as much

returning customers, but most are still new to adult products

business as they can.

and ask for advice on what to buy as a first toy. Since our

In our business, we target couples and women. We focus

store is located in a shopping mall, people can come in

much less on the male market, since most male-oriented

spontaneously and ask for a toy without any clue on what

products are usually intimidating for our female audience.

to ask for.

There is a discussion about whether the erotic market is

Do you feel that, as a retailer, you get enough support

getting closer to being mainstream and how much

from the industry, i.e. from producers, distributors, and

acceptance for adult products there is in the general

wholesalers? Are you offered useful POS materials, product

public. How would you assess the situation in Israel?

training, etc.?

Asaf: Israelis are still a bit shy when it comes to their sex life

Asaf: The manufacturers we deal with directly support us

but we do get a lot of support from customers, especially

with POS material, samples, and product support. But most

the younger ones and the public discussion has become

of our inventory comes from wholesalers, both from Europe

much more open in the local media and on social

and the US, and since we are relatively small compared

networks. So I guess it's really only a matter of time before

to the global market, we usually get much less support

most barriers will be removed.

from them when it comes to product samples and POS
material.

Products for couples, high-tech toys, toys for men... do
you see these trends in the adult market in Israel as well?

What will the future hold for the adult market in Israel?

Asaf: We certainly do but it usually hits our market with a

Asaf: My personal opinion is that the Israeli market will

big delay. The problem is that these kind of products are

continue to grow. We will have to find new ways of being

very expensive here so they are not very accessible to

competitive with pricing while still providing good products

most people.

and good customer service. Online sales will eventually
account for a big part in our future growth so businesses

How important are brands for your customers? Which

will need to continue investing in their online presence by

other factors influence the consumers’ purchasing de-

creating better accessible websites and a social media

cision?

presence in order to keep up with their customers.
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Ke ith Jo n e s, co -f oun d er of S en s uous ,
is e xcite d abo ut the n e w po ssibilitie s the w ar e ho us e i n En gla n d offer s

“We certainly are looking
for new partners in Europe.”
S e n s u o u s e x pa nds in Euro p e a n d t he Middle Ea s t

In order to strengthen their presence in the European adult market, Australian company
Sensuous – well-known for their delay and pleasure gels, massage oils, and lubricants –decided to open a warehouse in the nor th of London. This step will help the brand gain more
traction in Europe, as Keith Jones, the co -founder of Sensuous, explains. In our inter view,
we also talk about another market the company is cur rently focusing on: the Middle East.
ex c l us ive

W

hat were the key factors that made you open a

Instead of opening a new warehouse in the UK, wouldn’t

warehouse in the United Kingdom?

it have been possible to base your logistics in Europe go

Keith Jones: We wanted to service customers in the UK

through European distributors?

and open a gateway to Europe.

Keith: That would be possible, but we are in similar territory
to the previous question. Most distributors have suppliers in

Can you give us some more information about your

Europe, the US and China and as such can consolidate

new warehouse?

freight from several different suppliers. As far as I am aware

Keith: It’s based in Hoddesdon in Hertfordshire which is

Sensuous is the only Australian manufacturer of adult pro-

about 50kms north of London. For us it is well placed

ducts which are actually made in Australia. This makes it

geographically in being able to service both the UK and

makes it more of a challenge for distributors with freight,

Europe.

particularly with any smaller top up orders.

In the official press release, you mentioned that when

Will the new warehouse enable you to boost your Euro-

people learn about your Australia-based production

pean expansion?

and shipping, they are often sceptical. Is that really true?

Keith: We certainly hope so. Having a foothold in Europe

Keith: I’m not sure sceptical is the right word, but all

will allow us to work directly with some of the larger com-

too often potential customers and distributors are put

panies and distributors. It has already begun to work for us

off by the mere logistics of shipping product from

as we are now able to supply Lovehoney directly from our

Australia. Without emphasising the point too much, we

UK warehouse.

are a long way from almost everywhere. Our closest
trading partner is New Zealand and even they are a

What does Sensuous bring to the European market that is

three-hour flight away.

not already there?
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all our products registered there was quite long
winded and actually took two years. We are
also currently working with a distributor in the UAE
and at the moment our products are going
through their Ministry of Health registration process, hopefully it should be a bit quicker, but
who knows, ask me again in 2018.
What can you tell us about the erotic business
in the Middle East?
Keith: To be honest not a great deal, although
some Middle Eastern countries are a little more
progressive than others.
One of t he t op s el l ers in
t he S ens uou s ra ng e: F renz y

Edge is a de lay
ge l f o r me n

Is there great demand for the products that Sensuous has to offer?
Keith: Sensuous has great deal to offer, but initially we are

Keith: I guess that remains to be seen. Our distributor in

going to be concentrating on our three bestselling pro-

Kuwait loves our products and is very much behind sexual

ducts, Edge – Delay Gel for Men and Frenzy and Frenzy

health and wellbeing, but the concept is still very new to

Extreme – Pleasure Gels for Women. We have experienced

the territory

great success with these products in Australia, New Zealand, Asia, India and Canada and we are hoping we can

Where are your products sold in the Middle East, as there

replicate this in Europe. Edge is an all-natural delay gel for

probably won’t be any erotic shops as we know them?

men and Frenzy and Frenzy Extreme are clitoral stimulants

Keith: The distribution company we are working with owns

with the added benefit of being formulated with a unique

several groups of pharmacies and our products will be

blend of Australian bush herbs and flower essence with

sold primarily through the stores in the groups.

aphrodisiac properties.
Do you have new products that are going to be released
How do you plan on executing your expansion in Europe?

this year?

Are you looking for more distributors and wholesalers, or

Keith: We have just released a brand new look Sweet

are you planning on working with retailers directly?

Touch range (our kissable massage oils), plus we have

Keith: We certainly are looking for new partners in Europe.

added a delicious Salted Caramel flavour. We have also

We would prefer to work with distributors/wholesalers. We

revamped our Smooth lubricant range and to those too

have a lot to offer and we would welcome enquiries from

we have added a warning and cooling version. Our full

interested parties.

range will be on show at eroFame.

Sensuous is currently also expanding in the Middle East.

In October, Sensuous will have a stand at eroFame. What

Recently, you acquired a new distributor in Kuwait. How

do you expect and why should trade visitors come to your

hard is it to establish oneself in these markets?

booth?

Keith: In this case it was a bit of serendipity as we were

Keith: Hard question last, eh? This will not be our first time

approached directly by a company in Kuwait who had

at eroFame, but I believe that now we have a European

sought us out. I think one of the key factors that has helped

presence with our warehouse and a proven track record

us in this region is not just the quality of our products but

in other parts of the world we have a lot to offer. Plus, we

also that all our packaging is discrete and does not look

will have the advantage of being much easier to do busi-

out of place on a pharmacy shelf. The process of getting

ness with.
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“A real revolution is

ahead in sexual wellness
J e ro m e B e n s i m o n p re s e n t s S a t is fye r Pro 2

For a long time, the market has been dominated by products that vibrate one way or the
other, and chances are that these products will continue to play a ver y impor tant role in
the adult industr y. However, there are also other technologies that can be har nessed for
the purpose of sexual stimulation, and we are star ting to see more of those. Satisf yer Pro 2
is a per fect example for this. Satisf yer Vice President of Sale Jerome Bensimon tells us
more about the features of this novel sex toy.
exclusive

W

hat is the most unique characteristic that sets the

Is the ˈera of the vibratorˈ coming to an end now that

Satisfyer Pro 2 apart from the competition? The

we see other stimulation technologies enter the market?

pressure wave technology? Or the combination of pres-

Jerome: At Satisfyer we don't think so. Like in every

sure wave technology and water density?

industry, research and development is essential to

Jerome Bensimon: Apart from the much lower price

keep increasing the market's volume and reach new,

point difference from the competition Satisfyer Pro 2 is

demanding customers. Changing colours and shapes

to

won't really answer that need.

many thousands review, wo-

.................
We prefer to talk about a
the water. This also leads to a
fair price rather than
much better hygiene safety calling our products affordable
as no liquid can get inside the because affordable is a variable
device, so that could also be depending on customers’ income.”
viewed as another unique ................................

Today, we are really proud to be

men's orgasms intensify under

among the leaders (already in

characteristic.

ment in which we are massively

waterproof.

According

“

volume) in this new pressure
wave category with our own,
self-developed technology, for
which there is a gigantic market.
Vibrators are also a market seg-

investing, both in patents and engineering, to develop
For all those who don’t know the secret of this pressure

our own partner toy. Also, we will present another new

wave technology: Why are pressure waves perfect for

design of the Satisfyer and a men´s toy in the future.

clitoral stimulation?
Jerome: I don't think there is any secret here. Our

What else can the Satisfyer Pro 2 do that other

pressure wave technology perfectly stimulates women's

products can‘t do?

clitoris without any direct contact, so there is no loss of

Jerome: It’s waterproof and totally hygienic because

sensitivity as can be felt when there is a physical contact.

no water or liquid can get inside the inner chamber,

This also helps the user reach multiple orgasms really

which makes Satisfyer Pro 2 extremely safe to use.

fast. A real revolution is ahead in sexual wellness for

Also, we offer the best price point in the market for a

women.

non-counterfeit product.
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for women.”

B E N S I M O N

The co mpany inv e ste d 18 mo n t h s i n
the de v e lo pme nt o f Satis fyer P r o 2

Which materials have been used

Are there plans to

to make sure the users can enjoy

use the pressure wave
technology for other pro-

safe and carefree pleasure?
Jerome: Since we really focus on

ducts as well? Or have you ex-

the long term and volumes, we

hausted the potential of this

had our designers and engineers

technology with the Satisfyer?

work closely together to conjugate

Jerome: It’s too soon to talk about

high quality and design. It took 18

that. We are not ready to share our

months to achieve the amazing

secrets yet.

results you can now see in Satisfyer
Pro 2. Only the best materials and

Where can the trade get the

components are used to ensure

Satisfyer Pro 2? Which European

consumer safety. Medical grade

we’ve collected since launch day,

distributors carry the product?

silicone heads, the best and safest

women are talking most about

Jerome: We've just introduced

materials, and everything is deve-

how

quick-performance

Satifsyer Pro 2 last month and

loped, designed, and controlled

device leads to excitation and in-

launched simultaneously in the

in Germany.

tense stimulation within seconds.

USA and Europe. In Europe most

this

key distributors have approached
us to become distributor as they

Target audiences are an important factor in the adult market.

Is it correct that you are looking to

have

Most products, we are told, are

have the Satisfyer Pro 2 techno-

potential of our product in today’s

perfect for couples. Who is the au-

logy patented? Why do you want

market, seeing as many cost way

dience you want to appeal to with

to take this time-consuming and

too

your Satisfyer Pro 2?

costly step?

potential end customers. Now it is

Jerome: That will for be the audi-

Jerome: We wouldn’t be taken

time for volume and growth for

ence to decide. Pleasure and

seriously if we invested so much

this new category of toys. Since

sexual wellness are always perfect

time and money in research and

our list of partners is growing and

for couples and what Satisfyer Pro

development and then have no

we want to cover all European

2 offers women are intense and

desire to patent our technology!

territories, I invite your readers

multiple orgasms that can be

And we wouldn’t be taken seriously

to contact our sales team at

reached really quickly! Revolution

either if we did not take every

info@satisfyer.com

is for everyone, women and

possible legal actions against

couples can enjoy. As can be

anyone who infringes against out

Do you offer POS materials for the

seen from thousands of review

patents, anywhere in the world.

retail trade?
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Sho r t l y , t ra d e memb ers wil l b e s u ppl ied w ith co unte r display s
t o pres ent Satisf y e r P r o 2 to maximum e f f e ct

Jerome: Yes, and in addition to tens of thousands of

Pro 2. Quickest here apparently is 50 seconds. They

free Satisfyer Pro 2 samples provided to all our distri-

are talking about the product any chance they get."

butors and their retail teams (at least 2 per store), we
are now sending to every partners a counter display

Although a lot of time and work went into the deve-

including one Satisfyer Pro 2 tester, beautifully desig-

lopment of the pressure wave technology, you offer

ned in Germany, manufactured in Europe, and free

the Satisfyer Pro 2 at a very affordable price. But

of charge - for end customers to touch and feel the

does this price also allow for a decent margin for

product at store level.

the retailers and the distributors/wholesalers?
Jerome: This is the basis of our sales strategy! As you

How should retailers present the product in brick and

probably know, the person behind Satisfyer is an

mortar stores and online shops in order to achieve

international investor who has already successfully

the best-possible sales and success?

launched and sold brands such as Baci Lingerie and

Jerome: Education is the key, as always, and there is

ovo in our industry. In addition, he is also the sole

no better way to convince store staff than allowing

owner of the largest online erotic store with over 7

them to try Satisfyer Pro 2 themselves to measure its

million repeating customers which means there are

efficiency. That is also the reason why we are devoting

people with extensive experience on both sides.

a big part of our marketing and education budget to

We prefer to talk about a fair price rather than calling

give away free samples to our partners. In addition

our products affordable because affordable is a

to our videos in 8 languages, available on our website

variable depending on customers’ income. Same

(www.satisfyer.com), we also supply all retailers with a

goes for margin: We took the option to work on a

design counter display and one free tester, comple-

really low margin as a manufacturer and focus on

tely free of charge. To illustrate what I am talking

volume. For that to succeed, we all have to do our

about when I say staffs in stores receive a Satisfyer

part, making sure the end customers are happy and

Pro 2 as a gift, here’s an email received from a store

buy more units at stores level. We've also guaranteed

manager in one of the largest retail chains in the USA:

all of our partners, wherever they are, to sell at the

"Just wanted to share that we are having a pheno-

exact same price point, allowing them to wholesale

menal reaction to the Satisfyer Pro 2. We sold 4 last

to retailers at the exact same price as well. Our

night 7 today during day shift and another 2 tonight

suggested wholesale price, as advertised everywhere,

so far. Have never seen the staff this excited about a

is €29.95. We know what margin retailers need and

product. They are sharing that excitement with

we offer them what they need to generate the right

customers. Staff are comparing with each other to

profit in %, while also guaranteeing a reasonable

see who had the quickest orgasm with the Satisfyer

price for end customers.
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“Our dildos are a tribute to some of the greats
that we’ve grown to admire and respect.”
Dildos for fans
One of Britain’s best-known football players, an American basketball legend, and an actor
who is widely admired for his physique – those have probably been the inspiration for the
t h r e e u n i q u e d i l d o s B u c k h e m , Le B o n e d , a n d T h e Ko c k . We d o n ’ t k n o w f o r s u r e , t h o u g h ,
because their creator, Steve Lolatgis of celebritydildo.com, doesn’t like to name names.
However, he tells us how he got the idea to create dildos based on famous personalities,
and he talks about the celebrity who may be immor talised in sex toy for m next.
exclusive

H

ow did you come up with the idea of making

You currently offer three designs: The Buckhem, the

dildos shaped like celebrities (and not just their

Leboned, and The Kock. Who are they based on and

manhood)?

why did you decide on these three celebrities for your

Steve Lolatgis: Honestly, it was after one a very long,

first series?

hysterical phone call almost three years ago with an

Steve Lolatgis: Our dildos are a tribute to some of the

old high school mate. We'd seen a

greats that we’ve grown to admire and respect. Who

dildo called the 'Jackhammer

are they you ask? I’m pretty sure you already said their

Jesus', which made us start

names - Buckhem, LeBoned and The Kock. Who they

thinking about funny dildo na-

look like is in the eye of the beholder.

mes. It wasn't long before we
were firing off celebrity-inspired

Your products have a unique look, with their polygonal

dildo names to each other –

design and funny details, like the footballs for the

names like ‘Organ Freeman’,

Buckhem. Could you tell us a bit about how you

'Richards

designed them and which aspects are

Gere’

and

‘Ryan

Gobbling'. After investigating the

the most important for you in a

space a little more the next day,

dildo design?

we quickly realised that nothing

Steve Lolatgis: The geometric de-

had been done like this before,

sign came about when we

not done well anyway.

started testing various colour
techniques and materials. The

Before

we

talk

more

about

hard-edge geometric shapes

your products, could you tell us a

allowed us to simplify the 3D

bit about yourself? Do you have

modeling process and develop

previous experience in the adult

our colouring process.

industry?
Steve Lolatgis: We've both had plenty

Since the functionality of a dildo

of experience as a ‘casual admirers’

remains pretty much the same with

of all things erotic, as far as

all products, how important is it to

previous

manu-

stand out through an interesting

facturing adult sex toys – absolu-

shape, funny design, or some sort

experience

tely none whatsoever.

of emotional bond to the object?
Big smile , co o l shade s: The Ko ck

Celebrity Dildo has the right thing
for basketball fans: “LeBoned”
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.................
Our range appeals to new,
broader consumer markets,
the collector, the sports fan,
the celebrity gossiper, and of
course our most important
audience - the avid toy lover.”
................................

“
Steve Lolatgis: It’s very important. There are some
amazing toys out there, made by some pretty amazing companies. Our range appeals to new, broader
consumer markets, the collector, the sports fan, the
celebrity gossiper, and of course
our most important audience
- the avid toy lover.

themselves. All three have been received extremely
Have you heard anything

well, Buckhem has had the best response so far (no

from the celebrities your

surprise there). We've had plenty of requests, some

products are based on? Are

obvious, some bizarre. We've had quite a few cam

you afraid their lawyers will

models and porn stars ask for a mini-me dildo of them-

try to stop your product?

selves to use on themselves. I get confused with this, for

Steve Lolatgis: I’m sorry, I

some reason I start thinking about Russian nesting dolls...

don’t know who you are referring to here…only joking.

Who will be next in your collection? Maybe a female

The concept has been em-

celebrity?

braced completely by the

Steve Lolatgis: Female celebrities need to be

general public, the media.

immortalised differently, for obvious reasons. Exactly who

It's like everyone understands

is next, I'll give you a hint – we will pay tribute to probably

and appreciates what we are

the greatest musician the world's ever seen who recently

trying to do - to pay tribute to

passed away, and we'll do it a way only Celebrity Dildo

some of the all-time greats, in

can (and he loved purple). We are working on come

our eyes anyway. That's why we

new lines, butt plugs, vibrators and double-ended dildos

wanted to create little master-

are in the pipeline for 2016. Things are about to get

pieces, to properly immortalise

really exciting...

some of the true legends that
are loved all over the world.

Where can interested retailers turn to if they want to sell
your products in their store? Do you work with

Are your customers mostly fans

distributors?

of the depicted celebrities?

Steve Lolatgis: Yes of course we do. Enquiries can be

Steve Lolatgis: The majority are

made online at celebritydildo.com/retailers-distributors.

fans of the concept rather

All of our contact information is there, mobile numbers,

than the actual characters

T h e “ B u c khem” is c urrent l y t he b es t - s ellin g
product of Celebrity Dildo

direct email addresses, whatever your preference.
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“I had found my mission

orgasmic potential!”

An i n t erv i e w wi t h Y l v a F ra nz é n, S w e de n ’s le a din g e x p e rt fo r t he fe ma le o rgasm
Y l v a Fr a n z é n i s a p i o n e e r i n t h e S w e d i s h a d u l t r e t a i l t r a d e , a s ex p e r t , a n a u t h o r, a n
educator, an orgasm trainer, and on top of all that, she r uns the Venusgården, the only
love hotel in the whole of Scandinavia. So there was more than enough to talk about when
we inter viewed Ylva about her activities and her mission.

Back then, what was your motivation to start a retail store
like this?
Ylva: I wanted to start a happy place for passion and
pleasure where women in particular and also couples
would feel comfortable. Since I had been working as an
orgasm expert and coach for a couple of years, I was
also looking for a window into this world so I could spread
the message of sex as a way to health and vitality, to selfempowerment for women, to happiness and harmony,
and of course also to deep bonding.
What is the basic concept of the store? What can the
consumers expect when they walk in?
Ylva: I want to provide sexual enjoyment and pleasure for
everybody. Passion for the people is our motto. There is an
open and friendly, warm, charming, and fun atmosphere
in the shop, to make people feel at ease and be able to
talk about sexuality in ways they perhaps never did before
and ask any kind of question. Stepping into Afrodites is like
Ylva Franzén and her
hu s b a nd, Åk e F ridel l

walking into an Aladdin´s cave of treasures because it is
totally packed with erotica and stuff. Sometimes people

exclusive

spend hours here talking and chatting and phoning their

Y

friends about products they see.

lva, you run one of the oldest adult shops for women
in Stockholm. When did you open the store?

Ylva Franzén: Afrodites apotek opened 17 years ago in

Who is your target audience, and how do you make sure

the heart of Stockholm´s most charming and bohemian

that your store lives up to their expectations, needs, and

quarter. At that time, there were only dark and shady

wishes?

porno shops for men in Sweden, so it was quite a struggle

Ylva: In the beginning, our target audience was perfectly

to open an erotic shop, and it actually took me two years

average women and indeed through my work with

to finally get accepted by a landlord.

sexuality, I was very successful in reaching them. But we
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in life: to liberate women’s
soon saw that men appreciated our

hand-pick a special range which you

store as well and now we have a big

cannot find in any other store, for

mix of customers, ranging from

instance my own ecstasy phallos in

teenage girls who often come in

American cherry tree or dildos and

groups, to people over 70 who have

jewellery made by sculptors or artists.

an active sex life. Men and couples

We have a lingerie collection that is

30-40 is a major customer group and

very popular among stylists, strippers,

we have a whole lot of regular

Burlesque queens, and anyone with

customers. Also, a lot of famous artists

a fancy for the daring. Lusty

and actors come here, so a lot of our

pheromones and love pills are also

vibrators have had leading roles in

very popular with our crowd but we

movies and plays!

also have very special eye candy stuff

My daughter Anna manages the

that may perhaps sell after, say, five

shop. She is very well acquainted with

years in the shop when someone

the customers´wishes and we often

suddenly walks in and says 'This is what

order special products for them.

I have always dreamt of!' I am

People often come in for advice and

constantly on the lookout for new

sexual know-how and they also come

exciting quality products and I love

How important is advice from the

in to tell us what worked well for them

eroFame where I spend a lot of time

sales staff? Do many of your

and what they appreciate about the

picking out the very best from the

customers ask questions about

shop and our products. Occasionally,

jungle of vibrators.

products and their use, or have most

Af r o dite s apo te k f r o m out s i d e

the month at a good price.

of them already looked those things

a not-so-good product is returned.
We both educate our customers and

Which products generate the biggest

up when they enter the store?

learn from them.

sales?

couples?

Ylva: Giving advice to customers is of

High-tech toys? Brand products? Or

the utmost importance in our shop

Which criteria come into play when

are the consumers rather looking for

and something we are quite famous

you choose the products for your

a favourable price-quality ratio?

for. A lot of women come to us asking

store, and how would you describe

Ylva: Rabbits have been absolute

for help with specific sexual problems

your current product range?

bestsellers for the past ten years, along

and I also offer therapy sessions for

Ylva: We want to provide the best

with medium-priced classic silicone

them. Many customers seem to be

range of quality vibrators and sex toys

vibrators. Lubes score very high too,

totally lost amidst the hundreds of

at affordable prices, therefore we sell

with pjur and Liquid Silk on top.

vibrators so sometimes, we give small

parts of the Picobong range, the Luz

The new app-controlled couples toys

spontaneous lectures to people

collection by ToyJoy and the new Intro

don´t do very well at our store. People

gathering in our toys room, eager to

collection by Jimmyjane. We also

tend to regard them as overly

be informed about the various

carry and sell quite a lot of luxury

complicated and technical and

vibrators. Advice between customers

vibrators – Lelo is after all a Swedish

there is a trend to go back to basics

that don't know each other is also

company and we are also very fond

with high quality silicone vibrators with

quite common and a very good

of and try to boost an ecologic range

simple controls. Anything that we

selling point for those hesitant about

of wood, glass and steel toys. Being

recommend sells very well, of course,

what to buy. When two or more friends

a small shop, we try to stand out and

so we always pick the best vibe of

enter the shop together, they usually

Products
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for me to find out that a lot of women had trouble reaching
orgasms or even orgasming at all. I had found my mission
in life: to liberate women´s orgasmic potential!
After spending a summer with new American handbooks
in sex and Tantric techniques I had the courage to venture
out as an erotic entrepreneur and a pioneer in the field of
orgasm training courses for women and couples. During
my first course on how to become orgasmic,
held in the summer of 1995, I became famous overnight
and appeared on numerous TV shows and in magazines.
That´s how I became the leading sexpert in Sweden on
women´s orgasms.

T h e e c s t a s y p ha l l os l ine ha s b een
d e v e l o p ed b y Yl va hers el f

.................
I want to provide
vibrator and lube because one of
sexual enjoyment and
them recommends it! We are actu- pleasure for everybody.”
ally quite honest about the various ................................

What do women learn at your

vibrators and we don´t hesitate to

intensely. My 7-week course is the most

end up buying the same kind of

“

workshops?
Ylva: Everything they need to know
about their own bodies and minds in
order to experience sex fully and more

say what works or what is too noisy, not strong enough in

popular. We meet one evening per week for discussion,

vibrations etc. Of course, we occasionally have the

sharing, instructions, and various exercises with a lot of

experienced woman or couple coming in, knowing exactly

homework between the group meetings. A course covers

what they want and/or wanting to try out the newest sex

many topics, for instance sexual anatomy and pleasure

toy. And quite often, a man enters with a long wish list

spots, how to orgasm in various ways, orgasming by yourself

from his partner on the mobile – a very happy situation for

and with a man, various love rituals and sensual

the sales staff!

ceremonies, the sensual pleasures of the body, finding
your

G-spot,

multi-orgasmic

techniques,

sexual

You are much more than just a retailer: You are a 'sexpert',

acupressure and massage techniques for the body, the

a writer, plus, you run a Love Hotel (the only one of its kind

vulva, and the penis. One evening there is a lot of

in Scandinavia). And of course, you were also the first to

information on love chemistry, how sex is related to health,

offer orgasm training to other women. How did that come

and we make a special erotic dinner to enjoy ourselves! I

to pass? How did you become a 'sexpert'? What was your

have also done a lot of weekend courses in Sweden,

motivation? And how did you accumulate all this

Denmark, and Norway and couple´s courses which have

knowledge?

all been experimental and full of hands-on activities.

Ylva: Well, I have to get a little personal here: I am a child
of the flower power, free love generation and feminist

You have also poured your sexual knowledge into

movement which all hit Sweden in the 70s. So I have a

two books, with 'Morgasming' becoming a best-seller.

background of being free and wild and loving sex. In all

What is your explanation for the great success of this

the women´s groups I attended there were always vivid

book? Which topics does it cover?

discussions about love and relationships, sex and orgasms.

Ylva: People just love my pleasure bible! It is 400 pages

Then came a 20-year-cycle when I was busy just living,

filled with sexual tips on how to pleasure a woman, written

having kids and working as a teacher within the Swedish

in a very personal way, fun and witty and sometimes deep.

school system. I had very deep and satisfying relations

I am very proud to say it has been translated to all the

with men during all these years and knew myself well

Scandinavian languages except Icelandic. These are the

enough to have ecstatic orgasms. It was a turning point

topics, chapter by chapter: Liberate your orgasmic
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Ylva’s second book is
all about the clitoris

.................
Giving advice to customers is of the utmost importance
in our shop and something we are quite famous for.”
................................

“

potential, Awaken a woman´s

educational work back then greater than it is now? How

lust and desire, From sex object to sex subject

educated is today’s society when it comes to sex and

(how to gain erotic self-confidence), The language of love

adult products?

(sensual and erotic techniques, anatomy of sex),

Ylva: The need to talk about and be informed about sex

Moregasming (multi-orgasmic techniques and ecstatic

as well as getting help to practice new sexual techniques

orgasms, sexual fantasies), Erotic food, How to orgasm

was indeed huge when I first started my sex 'school'. Now

with a man, and finally, Pussy Power (a vision of what the

sex is quite a common topic in social media, magazines

world would be like if we were more loving and

and TV shows, so a lot has changed. But I still think that the

harmonious). “Morgasming “ was first published in 2002

young generation need and would appreciate it if their

and is still selling very well and is without a doubt the best

parents, teachers or grown-ups they trust would talk to

book on sex written in Swedish, much praised by both the

them about the most exciting adventure in their lives: love,

readers and professional critics. It has even appeared on

sex, and relationships.

the reading lists for the students of clinical sexology at the
universities in Sweden.

Now let’s talk about your Love Hotel. How is it different
from a normal hotel? And who is it for – who checks in at

Your second book has only just been published, and it

the Love Hotel?

puts the focus on the clitoris. Would you mind telling us

Ylva: Venusgården (Venus garden) was created solely for

more about that?

making love. We have three rooms designed in different

Ylva: The most sensitive and pleasurable part of the human

styles, the Venus, The Kamasutra, and the Tao room, all

body, the female clitoris, is the most hidden and secret,

beautifully designed and equipped with everything you

forbidden and slandered organ, even cut away

might need for a night of sex and loving, such as massage

systematically in many patriarchal and religious countries

oils and lubricants, a basket of various sex toys, erotic

that suppress women and especially their sexuality so I

literature and art, and a sex swing. There is also a love spa

thought it was time to tell the story of the clitoris in society

and a paradise garden where you can make love

and science. Thanks to the new scientific methods for

outdoors in the summer if you like.

examining internal organs such as ultrasound ecography

People come from all over the world to stay and relax

and CT scan imagery, we now have a unique knowledge

here, we even had a couple from Pakistan last year and

of this super sexy bulbo-clitoral organ. The book covers

they didn't leave the room for a very long time! The spirit

topics like the history of the clitoris, the full anatomy of the

of the love goddess reigns at Venus garden and our guests

clitoris, how to stimulate it, including many orgasmic

can feel that when they enter the garden so I would say

exercises for women and couples. Also a chapter on

that it is one of those rare places on earth where people

Freud and the theory of the vaginal orgasm. There is also

make love the most. I know for sure since my office is next

a chapter on female genital mutilation and ways today

to the Venus room and I can hear all the sounds of love

to reconstruct the clitoris, featuring Pierre Foldès, the archi-

from there! Our guests are mostly couples 25 – 50,

tect of the clitoris, a true hero. Maybe the most controversial

passionate about their relationship, and they want to re-

statement of the book is that all orgasms are clitoral!

kindle the fire from their falling-in-love-period. We don´t
cater to swingers in particular, but occasionally, we have

It has been roughly twenty years since you entered the

small groups coming here. Many guests return summer

'world of eroticism' and started educating and helping

after summer to experience the atmosphere here and

people. Was the curiosity and the need for such

some of them have become friends.
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T h e pr o d u c t r a ng e of Afrod it es
a p o t e k m e et s a ny c us t omers ’ need s

.................
The fight for democracy and personal and
sexual freedom is certainly not over.”
................................

“

and express their own sexuality. We
can consider ourselves lucky to
have been born into a culture
where it is possible to choose your
own destinations and live the life
we

want,

relatively

free

of

oppression and prejudice.
If you look at it globally though, the
Aft er 17 yea rs , Af r o dite s apo te k has be co me
a fix t u re of t he s hopping landscape in Sto ckho lm

situation is quite the opposite.
Regulations, traditions, and in some

How did you get the idea for this project, and what kind

cases laws from the Middle Ages control the sex lives of

of feedback have you received?

the people, especially women. Female genital mutilation,

Ylva: We bought this old rural traditional four-winged farm

imprisonment or death penalty for homosexuality, and so

10 years ago, situated quite secluded amidst the rolling

called adultery, group rapes, sexual and cultural apartheid

fields in southern Sweden, perfect for transforming into a

of girls and boys, women and men to name a few. So the

haven of love. Originally, I was looking for a place for my

fight for democracy and personal and sexual freedom is

love courses which I still host wheneverI have time, but

certainly not over.

when the guest rooms were renovated, we saw the
potential of turning Venusgården into a wonderful private

And how do you feel about the market for adult products?

hide-away for lovers. Today, we also have guests coming

Has it moved closer to the mainstream? Or will it always

to stay only for a few hours during daytime. The feedback

be a niche market?

has been totally overwhelming. Almost everybody writes

Ylva: There is a divided market, I think. Some of the sensual

in our guestbook with entries like these: 'World class in

products like massage oils, lubes, adult games, lingerie,

Sweden! What a fantastic place, totally wonderful and

and pretty, nicely packaged vibrators are certainly

peaceful with an incredible service! Five out of five boxes!'

mainstream and also sold outside of erotic stores, especi-

or 'Paradise exists! A huge Thank you to you for creating

ally on the net. On the other hand, there are a lot of

this oasis of love! The love swing and the outdoor bed will

niche products and luxury products that only the erotic

never be forgotten!' If you want to know more about our

shops carry, as well as a wider range of products. In

love hotel and perhaps come and visit here, check our

Sweden for example, the pharmacies started selling sex

website at www.venusgarden.se. There is also information

toys six years ago but nowadays, many of them have

in English.

stopped because the choice of a sex toy is still considered
a private matter and most customers prefer to go to a

You have dedicated twenty years to sex and sexuality,

special store. But they still carry the traditional

approaching this field from various angles with your

contraceptives and lubricants. Right now, there is very

different projects. So you’re probably the perfect person

fierce competition within our segment in Sweden where

to ask how open and easy-going we have become when

the smaller brick-and-mortar retail shops like mine, who

it comes to sex and sexuality. Have we really reached the

are the pioneers and very passionate about their work,

point where it is acceptable for anyone to live and express

are losing ground to the bigger erotic net sellers that are in

their own sexuality?

it mostly for the profits. A sad development for the smaller

Ylva: Among the western democratic countries, many are

businesses, I am afraid, and one that will force many small

in the process of living up to the vision which you so

shops to close down. I would very much like a feature in

beautifully described above, accepting anyone to live

your magazine on how to support your local sex shop!
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“Our goal with any Liberator

exceed the expectations of
Shining the spotlight on US brand Liberator
Where there are people, there is sex, and
Liberator’s mission is to make sex more
fulfilling, more exciting, more satisf ying
f o r e v e r y b o d y. W i t h t h e i r u n i q u e p r o d u c t s ,
the

US

company

turns

bedrooms

into

places that foster und support intimacy
and

togetherness.

Angela

Lieben,

Liberator’s Marketing & Public Relations
M a n a g e r, t o l d u s m o r e .

Marketing & Public Relations Manager
Angela Lieben

Angela: There is no such thing as an overnight success. If
a company really wants to make an impact and change

exclusive

something consumers have been doing for most of their

W

hen was Liberator started, and who came up with

lives, especially sex, there has to be a strong foundation

the idea of designing furniture for ˈintimate pur-

combined with an unwavering entrepreneurial spirit. Our

posesˈ?

mission, from the beginning, is to enhance sexual intimacy

Angela Lieben: Liberator is the endeavour of its CEO and

with products designed to spark imagination. We are

founder Louis Friedman. He founded the company in

committed to this idea and hold ourselves to a higher

2002. The idea came from magazine article advising

standard. In order to inspire others, we hire the most

couples to use an ordinary pillow for better sexual

creative talent in the industry to which inspire us. We are

positioning. Since down pillows are great for sleeping but

proud of everyone who works with Liberator. They are

not for sex, Louis instantly recognised the potential for a

integral part of maintaining our core philosophy.

niche market category and chose to come up with a
product that would guarantee a better way to have

A lot of people are talking about sexual health, sexual

engaging sex. That single idea manifested into a mission

wellness and the social acceptability of adult products.

to enhance couples’ intimacy by inspiring creativity and

Has this development benefited Liberator, and what role

romantic imagination.

has Liberator played as a catalyst for this new trend?
Angela: It’s been amazing to see the rapid shift the sexual

From the outset, Liberator’s goal has been to help couples

health and wellness industry has taken toward embracing

achieve greater closeness and intimacy, to aid them in

sex positive message over the past few years. This change

taking their sex life to another level ... How did this corpo-

in perception has bolstered Liberator’s position from being

rate philosophy evolve, and is it reflected in your

a “sex” product to becoming an essential part of people’s

day-to-day operations?

bedrooms. Mainstream retailers recognise that couples
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.................
It’s been amazing to
see the rapid shift
the sexual health and
wellness industry has
taken toward embracing
sex positive message
over the past few years.”
................................

“

product is to
our customers.”

Fou n d er, P r e s i d e n t a n d C E O
Louis Friedman

Chief Financial Officer
Ron Scott

L I E B E N

Chief Design Officer
Dan Basmajian

Chief Creative Officer
April Harmon

are looking for products to enhance

king them perfect for using together

and purchase additional pieces to

their lovemaking experience and

in any way possible. What makes

add to their collection. Our best seller,

have embraced the idea of stocking

Liberator special is we use high-density

thus far, is the Liberator Wedge/Ramp

their shelves with products like

polyurethane foam; making them

Combo. These two Shapes can be

Liberator. I believe Liberator has

extremely supportive for any kind of

used together or separate and are

played a significant role in shifting the

position and pliable enough to

especially good for ‘sex furniture’

sexual wellness paradigm because

protect a person’s joints. And each of

beginners. Our second best-selling

our products really do make sex better

the Shapes are cut precisely to fit any

product is the Esse Chaise and Esse

for everyone. And what could be

body size and shape.

Lounger. These larger pieces are

better than that!

Most of our Shapes are relatively small

multifunctional and can work like sex

and portable, while others are large

positioning furniture or for simple

Would you mind giving us an overview

and stationary. This versatility in size

relaxation.

of the products in the Liberator

and dimension really allows us to

Included in our collection is a series

range?

reach a myriad of customers who

of Black Label Shapes. This line allows

Angela: “It’s like a game of Tetris,” said

have varied tastes and needs.

couples, interested in BDSM, to create

one of your customers. That’s

Because each Shape is designed to

their own imaginative play space. The

because many of the Liberator Sha-

offer a certain level of experience,

Talea Spreader Bar is a favourite

pes come in a variety of forms, ma-

many of our customers come back

among bondage enthusiasts. This
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stylish positioning aid sets the tone any bondage scene

the absolute best way to solve a design challenge. Once

while adding a stylish element to restraint play. The Obeir

that has been established, our building phase begins.

Spanking Bench is also popular with fetish set too. This is

We begin by interacting with the ideas and narrow down

really the go-to Shape for sensation play experts because

the possibilities. And the only way we can imagine how

it’s cushioned and allows for a longer play session for

one might interact with a Liberator product, is then to

spankings.

actually build it in the workshop.

Our Liberator LeatherWorks Collection

Your

is inspired by our

support, improve,

Black Label Col-

and foster couple's’

lection. This hand-

intimate life. Which

crafted

criteria

bondage

goal

do

is

to

your

gear looks sexy and

products have to

fashionable, and is

meet in order to

the most unique

achieve this goal?

collection of fetish

Angela: Our goal

gear on the market.

with any Liberator

For anyone looking

product is to exceed the expectati-

to dress up their play,
we have a variety of

Lib er ato r is a pe r f e ct e xample o f f air pay
and fair working conditions in the sewing industry

ons of our customers. Any company

collars, cuffs, leashes, hogties, ball gags, and contact implements that

can meet expectations, but go above and beyond

come in different colours and textures. Having this

requires setting a higher standard. To do this, we use

collection has really allowed us the opportunity to expand

industry leading Lectra automated fabric cutting, Fecken

the brand and reach a wider audience.

Kirfel foam contouring, and years of sewing and

We are always looking for ways to expand our brand

manufacturing expertise. For us, no detail is ever too big

beyond sex positioning shapes and bondage gear.

or too small. It’s our goal to move beyond industry wide

Recently, we designed a collection of sex toy cases.

expectations and employ as well as improve the protocols

Combining form and function with fashion, these toy cases

which verify a product's viability.

are quite successful. They come in a variety of sizes and
fabrics. The feedback we’ve gotten from customers has

What can you tell us about the quality of your products,

been overwhelmingly positive.

i.e. the materials, the workmanship?
Angela: Since there are typically two moving bodies on

Please, describe the design and development process

our products, we needed to develop the perfect balance

for a Liberator product. How do you get the ideas for

of firm support mixed with plush cushioning. Just like any

new products?

product development process, there is a lot of testing and

Angela: Any new design begins with a need. Ideas for

retesting of our core element---foam, which makes up

products come from several sources; customer feedback,

about 95% of our product. We begin with a high calibre,

to target demographic research, to personal experience.

high-density, polyurethane foam core, which, in the

Our designers assess the potential for a new product and

beginning, took months to engineer. We then encase

work to identify whether it will satisfy a market need with a

each foam core inside a smooth inner liner. This silky, water-

design-challenge. This well-defined approach allows them

resistant nylon fabric liner also serves to compress the

to focus and is centred on a concept which usually

foam and maintain a consistent shape. Plus, it makes

involves more than one idea at a time. Instead of focusing

replacing the outer cover easy. We take great pride in

on the “how,” they will often focus on the “what if” and find

outer cover! Not only is it completely machine washable,
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microfiber

on wave of adult

blend of nylon

industry popularity.

and cotton feels

However, we are

amazing against

seeing more and

bare skin. Howe-

more

ver, most impor-

coming to market

its

tantly, our outer
cover is designed

products

using crowdfun-

Louis Friedman
started Liberator in 2002

ding. What’s so

to grip like Velcro which allows each of the Shapes to be

amazing though is seeing how the adult market is being

stacked with slipping or sliding.

shaped by young and innovative thinkers. They are not

The combination of the specially engineered foam, nylon

only changing the way we perceive sex; they are also

waterproof liner, and the luxurious cover is what makes

using technology in such a way that is revolutionising the

Liberator so remarkable. All these elements combined

entire sex toy market. It’s refreshing to see how all of these

make for the most amazing adult playground.

new trends and brands have greater possibility today than
just a few years ago.

Is Liberator catering to couples of all ages, or have you
set your sights on a specific audience?

Which channels of distribution do you use to get your

Angela: We believe our products make the act of love

products into the bedrooms of the world?

more exciting and rewarding for people of all shapes and

Angela: Our key competitive advantage is our operational

sizes, regardless of age or physical limitations. What we’ve

management team and the Company’s vertical integra-

learned, throughout the years, is our audience has picked

tion of its US-based manufacturing facility which streamlines

us - not the other way around. To set our sights on a specific

the process of getting our products out into the world.

demographic would be mean leaving a certain group

Throughout the years, Liberator has consistently expanded

out. Liberator is designed for everyone.

its product reach through a number of sales channels to
include Liberator.com, (a direct-to-consumer website), the

Liberator is an established brand. What do consumers

Liberator Factory Showroom, speciality boutiques and

expect from a Liberator product, and how do you make

retailers, mainstream mass brick-and-mortar retailers,

sure each new product lives up to the brand promise?

internet retailers, and cataloguers. Our strategic relations-

Angela: Liberator is fortunate to have a strong brand

hips with certain distributors has also allowed us to focus

presence in a market category where new products are

our products in markets not open to us in previous years.

always emerging. So, exceeding our customers’ expectations is our priority. Because of our innate desire to create

Liberator products bear the label 'Made in the USA'. What

products that we can stand behind - direct involvement

does this label symbolise, and how important is it for you

with every single step of the process is essential. Consistent

to have it on your products?

quality of the materials and workmanship is what makes

Angela: Manufacturing goods in America is not easy, but

Liberator such a distinctive brand that people can trust.

nothing worthwhile ever is. We’ve created a community of

The status quo is not an option for us, and in order to grow

sewing artisans who take enormous pride in their work,

- we are always looking for opportunities to improve the

and our culture represents the collective attitudes, aspira-

manufacturing process.

tion, ideas, and experiences of everyone who works here.
Each of our artisans earn a fair wage, are offered com-

Talking about brands: What is your opinion on the current

prehensive, continuing education and training, as well as,

situation in the adult market? Are brands the new trend?

the opportunity to earn shares in the company. To ensure

Angela: The sexual health and wellness industry is vast

that all of our products are as home grown as possible,

and has plenty of room for quality products. Now some

we continuously strive to maintain and create supportive

products are ingenious while others appear to be riding

relationships with other American-made suppliers. With
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Angela: Liberator first emerged on the European market
in 2006 with our e-commerce website established in the
U.K. This site currently offers a limited selection of our core
products direct to the consumer. Although the growth is
steady, we look forward to expanding our product line in
countries across Europe.
How important is the European market for your company?
Lib era t or – 100% s ewn, de signe d,
c ra ft ed, a nd ma de in the USA

Angela: As far as we know - people all over the world
have sex! And that’s good for Liberator’s market reach.

products being made here, we are able to oversee every

Since products like ours have never really been offered in

aspect of production and double check for quality

other countries except the US and the U.K., we are certain

assurance which gives our customers greater confidence

the European market would be a positive move for

in using Liberator.

Liberator. However, entering European market poses some
unique challenges and opportunities. We are currently

Liberator sets great store by proper working conditions.

looking to do a limited release in Germany, Spain, and

Unfortunately, those are not always adhered to in the

Sweden and test which products would be the best sellers.

sewing industry. How do you make sure your standards
are upheld?

Who can European retailers turn to if they want to add Li-

Angela: Everyone who works with Liberator is valuable. No

berator to their range? Which European distributors and

matter the position, big or small, from executive level to

wholesalers are you working with?

customer service - each individual counts as a valuable

Angela: We currently have a number of distributors that

asset. Without them, we would not be able to grow into

can assist retailers in deciding which products would work

other markets. That’s why we always look for economically

for their location. Those distributors are Lovehoney, Ann

sustainable ways to help them grow with programs such

Summers, Orion, and Eropartner. Should a retailer need

as on-the-job training or finding locally-sourced materials

assistance or require additional information, they can also

and goods. Since our choices do matter, we strive to

contact us directly here in the U.S.

maintain a culture of integrity, quality, and product safety
in order to provide our customers with pleasure, design,

How do you manage to adapt your brand, your message,

and style.

and your products to the characteristics of the different
markets?

Environmental compatibility and sustainability are top prio-

Angela: We believe our brand speaks for itself. Liberator

rities for Liberator. How are these ideals reflected in the

offers sexual positioning aids, which is not difficult for other

production of your products?

market consumers to understand. Plus, our recent package

Angela: We are committed to be resource-smart and

redesign and vacuum compression technology allows us

reducing our carbon-footprint. Our core strategy, when

to ship products at a lower rate. Really, the only adjustment

designing and producing a product, is considering our

for a different market would be to translate our text into

overall environmental impact. We’ve developed a series

the appropriate language which describes the contents

of initiatives that incorporate sustainable processes which

of each box.

help prevent waste and pollution. Investing in our materials
and using components that are of the highest grade helps

Can the European retailers also get sales-promoting

to ensure our products have a longer lifecycle.

materials from Liberator or its distributors?
Angela: Our retailers are often the first point of contact a

When did the first Liberator products hit the European

customer has with a Liberator product. That's why it's

market?

important to us to provide them with the essential tools
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such as high-quality POP and sales support collateral as

photography has a great impact on people buying adult

part of a partnership. When it comes to retailers, we don’t

related products. Plus, our boxes are now nearly 50% less

skimp on the promotional materials. Everything from the

than previous packaging and fit in any space available.

photography posters, to graphic, to video content is

To create additional impact and draw a customer closer

available online for download. This can be done either

to a product, we developed two product videos which

through one of our participating distributors, or directly

feature with the Liberator Original or Black Label Collection.

through our corporate office in the US.
The Liberator headquarters are
situated in Atlanta, Georgia

.................
I believe Liberator
has played a significant role in shifting the
sexual wellness paradigm
because our products really do make sex better
for everyone.”
................................

“

How should your products be presented
and marketed in order to achieve the
best-possible impact? Do you have some advice for the

Each video is 2-minutes in duration and highlights the

brick-and-mortar shop owners and the e-commerce

benefits of a Liberator Shape. Extremely sexy, two models

retailers?

demonstrate a variety of positions with descriptive words

Angela: We recently redesigned all of our packaging to

occasionally rolling across the screen. This video is available

create an appealing display within any retail location.

to all of our retailers and can be played on a continuous

Each Liberator Shape box has an innovative magnetic

loop. We also can include a series of POP posters and

flip-top that allows consumers to learn more about a

postcards of the products being carried by the retailers.

specific product. They just simply lift the top and can see

Truly, the best way to merchandise a Liberator product is

instantly how the product will benefit their sex life. There is a

to put one out on the floor and allow customers the space

science behind merchandising adult products. Although

to explore. When they can actually feel and touch the

photography plays an important role in selling a product,

product, it makes it much easier for them to take one

it's more than just a slapping beautiful picture and

home. When it comes to e-commerce sales, we suggest

descriptive copy on a box.

being as descriptive as you can and post your reviews
online. Since most customers have learned to rely on

We want customers to really envision themselves using a

reviews, it’s helps to keep them honest and relevant.

Liberator Shape with their lover. To truly feel inspired to go
home and have great sex tonight! In order to engage a

What are Liberator’s plans for the rest of the year?

customer's feelings, our creative team and designers used

Angela: As the company looks to the future, Liberator has

models who represent diversity. Not only in shape and size,

strategic growth objectives focused around expanding

but in ethnicity and cultural backgrounds. We often receive

our international presence and global partnerships. By

feedback from our retailers complimenting us on this new

expanding wholesale channels of distribution with an

concept. Not only did we improve upon the imagery, we

emphasis on retail and e-commerce, we will see the

updated the product copy which is meant to speak to

brand emerging in the sexual well-being category across

the customer rather than at them. This combined with the

the globe.
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“Today, everything is
too explicit.”

B e t t i n a Z a g n o l i i s “S e n s ua lit y Co a c h” in It a ly
Italy - the countr y of amore and dolce vita. Sensuality and beauty have always been
celebrated here, be it in the for m of fine wine, delicious food, or, well, passion and lust.
Still, there are some things about sensuality the Italians have yet to learn, as Bettina
Zagnoli tells us. The designer and author hosts workshops about all things sensual, an
activity she describes as sensuality coaching. We were curious to lear n more about it,
and Bettina answered all of our questions in this EAN inter view.
ex c l us ive

Y

ou describe yourself as a sensuality coach. What

lucky to have met with the great Helmut Newtown.

exactly is a sensuality coach and what are the

Fashion, psychology these things are the ingredients that

its tasks?

helped me create my own unique physique du rôle.

Bettina Zagnoli: Actually, this
is a new professional term. I
coined it by defining the needs

How did you come up with the idea of becoming a
sensuality coach?

of the Italian market – needs that

Bettina Zagnoli: Ten years ago, I decided to open an

could be answered by a person

erotic-chic boutique in Bologna, the city where I live. It

like me. A standard had never

was very innovative: offering luxury lingerie, designer sex

existed, so I'm sort of a pioneer. With

toys, and sensual accessories that I designed myself.

this discipline, you need to have in-

During that period, I realised that with the advent of the

nate talents, read a lot in order to stay

Internet, people had (and still have) more and more

up to date, be curious, and travel ab-

human relationships. My clients ranged from women who

road to fairs in the sector. I have a

wanted advice on lingerie to men who wanted to give

fun personality and like to encou-

an original, classy gift to their lover. These people came

rage people while I explain things in a

to my store because they trusted my instinct and may

nice, polite, and ironic way. Originally, I was

sensibilities, and because they liked my reliability and

a “Sensual toys coach” with lots of experi-

reserved style.

ence organising home parties for women
(dildo parties) before that was even a
thing in Italy. Sensuality coaching is more

Can you tell us a bit about your clients? Who do you
want to reach with your services?

musical and includes the teaching of

Bettina Zagnoli: In Italy, everything that involves sex is still

everything that is based on desire and

taboo. A feeling of embarrassment still persists, but at

seduction, far from vulgarity. I'm 51 with

the same time, there is curiosity and the need for

a career in advertising and many years

reassurance. Initially, my message was geared towards

in the world of art. In addition, I have a

women who wanted to try pleasure objects or simply

passion for erotic photography - I was

feel more attractive with silk garter belts. Then, over time,

B e t t i n a Za g nol i work s in a d vert is in g, and be f o r e tur ning to the w o r ld o f e r o ticism an d se n suali t y,
her foc u s wa s on a rt (phot y b y Claudio Silighin i)
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A p a r t f r o m h er work a s s ens ua l it y c oa c h, Be ttin a
Zagnoli also wrote a book called “Praise to the dildo”

Bettina Zagnoli: I am always full of

careful

making

choices

that

surprises! I like to joke around.

maintain certain professional and

I make references to

prestigious boundaries. And if anyone

it's

interprets my profession incorrectly

important to help people

and thinks it's strange, then that’s not

history

because

understand that sex has
been

around

since

my problem.

the

beginning of time, and pleasure

You have appeared in the Italian

since

media several times. What topics are

Prehistory. In addition, it's not like my

usually covered when you are asked

world consists only of vibrators; there

to appear on TV or in a radio show,

are also other objects like erotic but-

and how important is such media

ters, ticklers, fur caressers, everything

coverage for your job?

I began to

that excites the senses. Generally

Bettina Zagnoli: It's an honour to be

also be appreciated

speaking, my workshops are focused

invited by major Italian national TV

by men who asked me advice for

on sensuality, the importance of play-

stations and the most popular radio

themselves or for their partner. Other

fulness, of being in harmony with our-

shows, also because it’s always them

types of clients are also interested:

selves and consequently with those

who approach me. As I explained

from cartoonists who want scenery

we love and who love us. Therefore,

earlier, I have a lot of expertise in this

for erotic stories to concept stores

it’s centred on self-confidence.

sector, and my business woman's

objects

have

existed

approach is one of class and irony.

that want to gradually introduce erotic accessories to their customers, or

Are you offering different kinds of

These ingredients are very captivating

online sex shops that need consulting

workshops or do they all follow the

and tend to draw attention. In addi-

to improve or diversify their website.

same formula?

tion, I've been told that I behave very

Bettina Zagnoli: They are small

naturally in front of a camera or

Why do people need a coach for

shows. I do have an outline I follow,

microphone. Therefore, it's a great

that? Isn't intimacy and sexuality

but at the same time, I like to

experience discovering new aspects

something

improvise because it's great to

of one's personality. I would have

naturally?

spontaneously interact with the

never imagined being on television

Bettina Zagnoli: Today, everything is

person I have in front of me. It's im-

or the radio. Today, we work a lot on

too explicit. On the contrary, many

portant to create a harmonious at-

social networks, managing followers,

people like privacy and look for a

mosphere in a polite manner so the

and interacting with them is pivotal.

confidant. As I touched on earlier,

client can go home feeling happy

However, it is really important that you

the Italian reality is very delicate. It's

and hopefully ready to try some of

really have something to say: In Italy,

true that sex is natural, but here, it is

my suggestions with their partner.

there are young women who explain

that

should

come

sex toys, bloggers who lend suggesti-

still seen as “dirty” and hypocritical.
Women are embarrassed to go

How did your friends and family

ons about sex, but - and I don’t mean

inside sex shops and men have

react, when you told them that you

to sound presumptuous, it’s simply a

difficulty acknowledging the playful

want to work in this field?

fact - I'm the only one who can boast

use of a silicone vagina or a prostate

Bettina Zagnoli: I've always tried to

this degree of media presence. I also

massager.

stay away from vulgarity, and you just

write for the Il Fatto Quotidiano.it, one

need to look at my website, the

of the most important Italian daily

What happens during your work-

project that I've participated in, and

newspapers. And I'd like to thank you

shops? What's the setting, and which

my background to understand my

because some of my ideas come

topics are presented?

standard. Surely, I always have to be

from reading your magazine.
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ons to revitalise a couple's sex life along
with tips for when sexual fantasy is
languishing.
You also offer a “Love Kit“. Where can
this kit be bought and what is in it?
Bettina Zagnoli: I define it as a KIT
D'AMORE, with an Italian touch because
the word AMORE is universal. My love kits
are small cloth pocket books. They are
exclusive, like a high fashion collection,
realised by Italian tailors, with contents
that can be adapted to requests. They
are dedicated primarily to luxury and
designer hotels, but can also be a nice
idea as a wedding party favour. There
are no rules for the contents other than
they are selected by me; usually, they
include mini sex toys, condoms, and silky
oil for intimate massages. If you wanted,
you could also have them personalised,
but they always remain in line with my
taste. For more information about the
love kits and where to buy them, you
can go to my website, www.sensualcoach.it, and write us.
(Photo by
Claudio Silighini)

Are there any future projects you could

Apart from your work as a coach, you also released a

tell us about? Maybe a new book in the making or

couple of books about eroticism and sexuality. Could

new products in the offing?

you tell us more about that? What exactly did you

Bettina Zagnoli: I was born a few kilometres from the

write about?

home city of the great director Federico Fellini; our re-

Bettina Zagnoli: Of course! And I'm very proud of

gion has fantastic gastronomy and is full of art and

them. In 2014, I wrote “Praise to the dildo” (only in the

beautiful women, so I have creativity in my blood; I

Italian language and in paperback) edited by Tullio

think it's great to be open and receptive of the oppor-

Pironti, a fantastic Neapolitan editor who discovered

tunities that life gives you. I love to travel and I'd like to

my “talent” as a writer. He introduced many foreign

organise - if I find a sponsor - small exclusive tours to

authors to the Italian market who went on to become

see sensual places, love boutiques, erotic museums,

very famous, like Don DeLillo, Bret Easton Ellis, Raymond

photography shows, and stories. In addition, I'd like to

Carver, Egyptian Nobel Prize winner Naghib Mahfuz.

also make my professional knowledge available

Therefore, it was a great honour to compile a book

abroad: to become a type of “personal shopper” who

that explained in a fun and light way the most antique

– using my good Italian taste - helps people purchase

sex toys of the world.

sex toys they might not know or have no time to buy.

Furthermore, I wrote “Erotic tips for happy lovers”,

Like Fellini said, “Life is a combination of magic and

available on Amazon, a collection of erotic suggesti-

pasta”. I'd like to also add “of eroticism and good wine”
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“No matter
crisis, no one
.................
Only those with a clear purpose
and vast knowledge of their
market will be able to overcome the
barriers of a hostile environment.”
................................

“

D e s p i t e t he c urrent c ris is in his home co un tr y , P aulo
Ar ê d es is c onfident a b ou t t he futur e o f the Br azilian adult mar ke t
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A R Ê D E S

the range of the economic
can live without sex and food”
P a u lo Arê d e s o n t h e a d u l t m a r k e t i n c r i s i s - r i d d e n B r a z i l
The question whether or not the adult market is crisis-proof has been asked many times, but
there has never been a definitive answer, a final, irrefutable yes or no. In Brazil, there has
been a major crisis for four months, and its impact can be felt in all par ts of the countr y and
all areas of life. To find out if and how strongly this state crisis affects the adult market, EAN
asked Paulo Arêdes, who runs Erótika Toys and owns the brand A SÓS, for an inter view.
ex c l u s i v e

B

razil is currently experiencing po-

that we are entering a phase of re-

year. Its own identity is being recog-

litical turmoil. How do you assess

construction but it will take time for our

nised and it has its place in the market

the situation from your perspective as

country to recover from the conse-

as a whole.

a businessman?

quences of this turmoil.
Some time ago, you stated in EAN

Paulo: In the Latin American countries,
politics are directly linked to the eco-

How strongly is the consumer climate

that the Brazilian erotic market is in

nomy. In times of political turmoil and

affected by the current situation? And

a process of maturing. Is that still

uncertainty, the economy is directly

taking a closer look at the erotic mar-

the case?

affected, creating an immediate re-

ket, does the Brazilian consumer still

Paulo: Yes, indeed. The Brazilian ero-

cession reflected in the devaluation

have an appetite for sex toys?

tic market is keeping its positive

of our currency, reduced investment,

Paulo: Usually, in an environment of

course in the maturing process. I be-

high unemployment rates, and con-

crisis, consumers start cutting items

lieve that it will be a slow process,

sequently a slowdown in some pri-

they believe they don’t really need.

however, because it is directly linked

mary production sectors. Even in crisis,

Some say that sex toys are superfluous

to socio-cultural issues that are now

there are always good opportunities

while I prefer to believe that people

added to the current circumstances

for business, but of course, any entre-

need sex toys. There is a saying here

of our political and economic tur-

preneur feels more comfortable in a

in Brazil: No matter the range of the

moil.

favourable or - at least - stable politi-

economic crisis, no one can live wit-

cal and economic scenario.

hout sex and food. Therefore, we

Often, a crisis is accompanied by

move forward with a dose of good

a consolidation, which in turn results

Brazil's economy has been showing

humour and optimism and keep pur-

in more professionalism in the in-

signs of weakness for some time now.

suing our goals as a company. So far,

dustry. Is this a development we will

Will the situation get even worse in

we have been successful.

see in Brazil?
Paulo: Certainly. This is a basic prin-

the future?
Paulo: Currently, there are two points

How would you describe the status

ciple and true to any crisis environ-

of view here in Brazil. There are those

quo of the Brazilian erotic market?

ment. Only those with a clear pur-

who believe that the worst is over and

Paulo: Despite the unfavourable over-

pose and vast knowledge of their

those who believe that the worst is still

all scenario, the market is growing, alt-

market will be able to overcome the

to come. Well, I personally believe

hough at a slower pace than last

barriers of a hostile environment.
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You've repeatedly noted that outdated taboos, morals,
and prejudices are hampering the full development
of the adult market. At the same time, you had hope
that Brazil is changing due to the younger generations.
Where does the country stand today in terms of acceptance of sex and eroticism?
Paulo: Moving along on a positive path, fortunately. But
as I stated before, cultural issues and this kind of change
take time as well as social and institutional work. Brazilians
are more open-minded about sex and eroticism than
many other countries and these topics are not a taboo.
The point which is linked to social-cultural issues is how
people relate to sex toys and/or spicing up their sex life.
It is coming along quite well, but there is still a long way
to go.
What are the biggest trends in your market right now?
For example, are products for couples still best-sellers?
Paulo: Yes. Our biggest niche is couples looking for
items to spice up their sexual routine. Functional cosmetics are couples’ first choice and have proven the
best-sellers of all the major categories in the Brazilian
market.
At the beginning of the year, a big European company
in our industry predicted that 2016 would be the Year
of Male Toys. Is that also true for Brazil?
Paulo: Interesting timing for this question because we
have just launched a stimulation supplement for men,
and the response is excellent. We already have a dedicated line of male cosmetic which is very successful
and we are about to launch prostate stimulators and
others toys for this audience. Therefore, I would say that
it’s definitely true.
Did the distribution channels for erotic products change
much in recent times?
Paulo: I do not think there were major changes with regard to the distribution channels here. What we really
have noticed is that many end consumers purchase
products from Chinese retail websites where the prices
are obviously cheaper than those here in Brazil - or
anywhere else! This affects our market, but so far, the
impact is not that big since the Brazilian end consumers
still need to be confident about customer service – if

Paulo and the A SÓS team
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.................
Usually, in an environment of
crisis, consumers start cutting
items they believe they don’t need.”
................................

“
and when needed - when or
after they purchase a love toy.
Other than direct sales, most
forms of distribution seem to
have such hard times in your
country. Why is that?
Paulo: The distributors who have focused on the

You are now manufacturing your own products. Could

traditional brick & mortar retail feel the effects of the

you tell us more about this venture?

crisis because brick & mortar shops have to deal with

Paulo: In fact, we do not have a manufacturing plant. We

high costs along with dropping sales. With direct sales,

decided to outsource production; we believe that’s the

the opposite is the case because it is about increasing

most effective way because it is less time-consuming and

one’s earnings or even becoming one’s only earning

ensures top product quality, while we have the necessary

source. Many people who have lost purchasing power

time for our business strategy and branding work.

due to wage cuts and people who have lost their
jobs see a business opportunity in the direct sale of

Last year, you announced that your company wanted to

adult products because of the low investment and

gain a foothold in the retail segment as well. Have you

high profitability.

followed up this plan? Have you been successful with this
undertaking?

How is it going for your business? Which measures do

Paulo: We decided to do this without creating problems

you take to navigate your company through the

with our sales force in the field (consultants), so the retail

turbulences you are experiencing right now?

channel will work with our dealers, and for this to be

Paulo: Just as stated in my previous answer, the direct

possible, we had to create a new integrated platform.

sales market is our main channel and we take the

This project began two years ago and involved four

crisis as an opportunity and that is how we are

companies working on software, payment gateways,

positioned toward the market turbulences. We are

systems integrators, and other element. We will inaugurate

keeping up with new product launches, sales

this new platform later this year, and prospects are looking

campaigns, and we present our company as a

great. After all, we are Brazilians and the hope for a better

solution for those who have lost their jobs or are

future is what drives us and makes us one of the most

looking for an extra income source.

cheerful peoples on the planet.
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A licia Sinclair
Q ue s t io n s & A n s w e rs

Ethan Imboden, the founder of Jimmyjane, is someone who ushered in major changes in
our industr y. So it is not surprising that Alicia Sinclair has fond memories of working with
him. In our Monthly Mayhem, Alicia tells us which other people and experiences lef t an
indelible impression on her.
ex c l usiv e

W

hen you look back on your career in the adult industry so far, which was the most

important moment for you?

Alicia Sinclair: The most important moment for me was when I began working with Ethan
Imboden, the founder of Jimmyjane. His forward-thinking ideas, design process, social
responsibility, and commitment to the consumer experience have greatly impacted the
way that I have shaped my own company.
What was your childhood ambition?
Alicia Sinclair: I wanted to travel the world, speak another language, and become a
literature teacher.
How did you get into the love toy industry?
Alicia Sinclair: I had just finished college and was moving to Los Angeles. My
sister was dating a director who worked for Red Light District films in LA. She
suggested that I work for Red Light District until I found a “real” job. I fell in love
and I’ve never left the business.
If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be doing now?
Alicia Sinclair: I would mostly likely still be in consumer goods. I really enjoy
creating products, marketing campaigns, and working directly with retailers.
What was the biggest step in your career?
Alicia Sinclair: The biggest step in my career was becoming a National Sales Director. In
this role, I began managing people and making important decisions on behalf of the
company.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?
Alicia Sinclair: Exactly where I am now, only with a larger collection of products. I also
plan to become more involved in speaking positively on behalf of our industry and
continuing to push the sex positive movement forward.
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................
We will be selling more than just a product we’ll be selling a sexually fulfilling lifestyle.”
...........................

“

How do you envisage the future of

a highly credentialed leader in the

Who would you never ever like to

the love toy industry?

field of sexuality and she fought for

see naked?

Alicia Sinclair: I predict that

sex positive rights for over 40 years.

Alicia Sinclair: Homer Simpson.

inexpensive, basic products will

I am so impressed with all that she

become

in

has accomplished, the people she

With whom would you like to go

pharmacies, supermarkets, and big

has positively influenced, and the

to the cinema and what film

box retailers. However, premium

amazing energy she continues to

would you watch?

and risque/ niche products will

put into her work.

Alicia Sinclair: Henry Fonda, 12

readily

available

Angry Men.

continue to be found in adult retail
shops, where the sales associates

Imagine you have been asked to

will be highly trained and a

award a medal to someone. Who’s

You have a month’s holiday. Where

resource for consumers. The online

the lucky winner?

would you go?

experience

become

Alicia Sinclair: My partner, Robert.

Alicia Sinclair: Southeast Asia.

premium and cater to helping

He is strong, consistent, and always

people learn not only about the

supports me in everything.

will

also

Which three things would you take
with you to a deserted island?

products themselves, but also how
to use them with their body. We will

Which personal success are you

Alicia Sinclair: Hammock, music

be selling more than just a product

proud of?

and sunblock.

- we’ll be selling a sexually fulfilling

Alicia Sinclair: Becoming a Certi-

lifestyle.

fied Sex Educator and Sexuality

If you could swap lives with some-

Coach.

body for a day, who would it be?
Alicia Sinclair: Oprah.

What is your idea of a perfect
working day?
Alicia

Sinclair:

What do you particularly like about
Accomplishing

everything on my to-do list.
How do you relax after work?

yourself?

Is there anything you would never

Alicia Sinclair: My curiosity, desire

do again?

to learn and grow, and love of new

Alicia Sinclair: I was accepted to

experiences.

the University of Southern California
and declined due to pressure from

Alicia Sinclair: Listen to music,
enjoy a glass (or two) of wine, din-

Which vice could you never for-

my boyfriend at the time. I still

ner with friends and family, a nice

give?

regret that mistake.

run on the beach, cuddling with

Alicia Sinclair: Child abuse.
Do

my partner and watching a movie.

you

have

some

good

What song do you sing in the sho-

advice you want to share with our

Who would you consider your role

wer?

readers?

model and why?

Alicia Sinclair: Home by Edward

Alicia Sinclair: Don’t sweat the

Alicia Sinclair: Dr. Patti Britton. She’s

Sharpe.

small stuff - and it’s all small stuff.
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